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INTRODUCTION or PREFACE.

* . ....................................

*.

7.form anº fºr my publication I do not intend to

fend many words, aſ both the people in connexion with me, in this

place, and thoſe in the neighbourhood, know that the foundation

upon which we that are Calviniſts have held, has been boldly at- '

tempted to be overturned by a gentleman in our neighbourhood, who

ſeems to be well acquainted with the new American divinity-or,

in other word, the Hopkinſan Syſtem, and has even improved up

on it, though Mr. Hopkins has laid the foundation on which

he builds. As the generality of what if ſaid ſtrikes at the Syſ

tem of Calviniffs, I ſhould have left the defence of it, in print,

to ſome more able divine of that party, had it not been that a Ser

mon of mine, lately publiſhed, gave occaſion for his laſt publication :

alſo, he charger me tº: with holding ſome erroneouſ opinions

which I diſclaim—ſuch ar, that unbelief is not ſinful, for which F

am called to take up my pen, which I did not deſign to reſume is

this way, and defend myſelf from theſe aſperſons. I have neither

had time nor conveniency to diſcuſ; this ſubječ; as it deſerver, being

very important. I have only brought a few thingſ into view to

help the weak of the flock until ſomething more valuable be brought

forward by the Church on the Hopkinſan Syſtem. In order that

it may be adapted to the weakeſ capacity, I have done it by way of

dialogue, that it may be eaſily underſtood, and that the ſentiments

of each may appear by themſelves. It was not my intention to cone

tend for perſonal honor, but for the truth, and therefore I have

uſedſuch a ſile ar, I ſuppoſe, any perſon may underſtand, ſhunning

every word that might not be eaſily underſtood ; knowing in ſome

meaſure the capacity ºf the people in the corner. I have treated

the(*. as candidly as poſſible, and uſed no arguments in defence

of the opinions I hold but what appear to me to be lawful and ſcrip

tural s and which appear to have real weight in this conteſt, at

leoff, I am fully convinced that they are ſo. I have kept as

sloſe to the ſubječ in diſpute in this dialogue as the nature

ºf the ſubječº would admit. I have treated my opponent

Jºmetimes as an Arminian, as he ſeems in many thingſ to hold

with them, and uſeth the ſame arguments with them fre

ſº I have paſſed no part of Mr. Worceſter's publication .

cauſe of the difficulty ºf anſwering it, where he ſeems to attack

Calviniſm, or the ſentiments which I held : on the contrary, I have

*
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fixed upon all places where his argument appear ſtrongeſ, and

have paid little attention to ſame of it, as being unworthy of no

tice ; other parts are ſo eaſily anſwered by every one who believer

the ſhorter Catechiſm, that I have paſſed them over for the ſake of

brevity. I have quoted his own words, in general, that fair play

might be given to him, and where I did not, I have taken what I

underſtood to be his ſentiment, and have allowed his arguments all

the weight they will reaſonably bear ; and as the doćtrine of atone

ment if a fundamental doëtrine, I have dwelt moſt upon it where

it came in my way. , f have attempted to make the ſcripture: my
counſellors on theſe ſubjeº, and may ſay with the3. have

not conſulted with fleſh and blood, at none of my brethren in

the Miniſtry were within my reach therefore, if there is any

thing wrong in this eſſay, to defend the truth, no one is to blame

but myſelf ; the Church is not to be blamed. Had health and oth

er thing, admitted, I had written it over again, and abridged

ſome placer, enlarging upon others , but as this cannot be dome, F

hope the candid will pardon weakneſſer that appear, if truth is

not injured. So praying that the Lord may get glory and the

people; by it, however weak the performance, thir is all ºffe
re & -

w. G.
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4 Dialºgue tºwn Mr. Worcester, Paſtor of Peacham, and

Mr. Gibson, Miniſter of Ryegate, ſuppoſed to take place

''' . - 1803.

t -

R. WORCESTER, Good morning Mr. Gibſºn, how

do you do, and how does your family /

Mr. Gibſon, Well, fir, are you and family well ?

• Wor...Well, fir, what is your news & -

Gib. Nothing of importance at preſent, have you any thing

new, ſir, at this time

Wor. Not much, fir, but I have ſeen a ſermon of yours, in

which you have in ſome places, miſtaken my meaning ; and

in other places, accuſed me of contradićtion, in that wherein I

think I can convince you, I am not inconſiſtent with myſelf, in

theſe doćtrines.

Gib. I ſhould be ſorry, fir, if I have miſtaken your meaning,

in any caſe: for I do not wiſh to contend about words, with any

perſons, or the mode of expreſſion. I had no deſign to miſ

repreſent the ſubject. But, wherein have I done ſo

Wor. Eſpecially, reſpetting the doćtrine of atonement, or

the propitiation of Chriſt, which I do not underſtand as you do:

for I ſee that you underſtand it under the idea of a price, or

debt paid 5 but, I never underſtood it ſo, nor does it appear to

mean a price, or debt paid, in any caſe ; but only a declaration

that God is diſpoſed to forgive fins, and no more

Gib. This is a new notion of atonement, of which I have not

been accuſtomed to hear. It has not been the idea of it, with

Calviniſt or Orthodox divines that ever I met with, or have been

accuſtomed to read. It is, ſir, to me a new idea. - I would be

glad to hear the arguments for ſuch an opinion : for I have

ſtill believed the contrary, and it will be no advantage to me to

be wrong; nor, do I defire to be ſo, in any caſe. I cannot be

hieve it, as yet, and I believe I ſhall be very hard to convince,

that this is the ſcriptural idea, of the doćtrine of atonement.

Wor. It may be a new idea to the old country people ; but, it

is no novel idea in this country; and, beſides ſome in the old

country underſtand it thus: eſpecially a Baptiſt Miniſter of

London underſtands it as I do, and has written convincingly on

that ſubjećt, which, I will ſend you, if you will read any thing

in oppoſition to your own opinion | This, I hope, will convince

u, that I am right,

Gib. I know that Dr. Owen, a leader among the independents,

believes otherwiſe, and I think he was well acquainted with
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the Bible and new covenant plan of ſalvation. I did not know

that any perſon had your idea of atonement. However, I ſhould

be glad to ſee the book, and I ſhall endeavor to read it with

candor, and give my opinion ingeniouſly : for I mean to yield

to what appears to me to be the ſtrongeſt arguments, and,

therefore, ſhall thank you to ſend me the book.

Wor... I believe I muſt write again and convince you, that I

am not inconfiſtent, and defend my opinions before the world,

and againſt your attacks. - * - . - -

Gib. I ſhould be ſatisfied you would : for, I have no deſire

to be wrong, if I be ſo; but ſhould you do ſo you will need to

bring forth your ſtrongeſt arguments, on this ſubjećt : for, I

believe, I ſhall ſcarcely be convinced, either that you have right

notions of the doćtrine of atonement, or that you are conſiſt

ent with yourſelf. -

- Wor. I believe I muſt teach you better.

Gub. I have much need of inſtručtion.

So we parted for that time. -

• A ſecond ſuppoſed meeting between Meſſrs. War. and Già.

Gib. Well, fir, you have not ſent me the exhibition of the

London Baptiſt, as you promiſed ; but, I ſuppoſe, you have

given me ſubſtantially, his arguments, on the doćtrine ofatone

ment, in your laſt publication, entitled—The Dočtrire of

Atonement, and others connected with it, ſtated and vindicat

ed, of which you have been ſo good as to ſeiid me a copy, for

which I am much obliged to, and ſhall do you the like favor.

Wor. Well, fir, I ſhall be glad to have your opinion of it in

a few words. -

Gib. That I can and will cheerfully give, both in public

and private. I do not love it much I look upon it to be

much worſe, and much more erroneous, and contradićto

ry than your former exhibition ; though I do not ſay, more

dangerous: for a perſon muſt be very ignorant, both of the

dočtrine of the Bible, and of the opinions of orthodox writers

on that ſubjećt, of every denomination, that can believe what

you there exhibit, as your opinion of the doćtrine of atone

ment, and other things, &c.

Wor. What ſee you wrong in it, I believe it all to be ſcrip

ture doğrine.

Gib. I believe the very contrary, notwithſtanding your confi

dence in the truth of it: I look upon the greater part of it as

exceptionable.

Wor. Pleaſe to ſpecify, and ſhow one thing wrong in it.

Gib. Yes, fir, I will. The very title of it is wrong : for, in

my opinion, and if the majority of writers on the doćtrine of

atonement, have underſtood the ſubjećt aright, the title of
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jour faſt publication, ſhould have been, The doºrine of atone

ment contradišted and oppoſed; for, in my humble opinion, you

have contradićted and denied radically, every notion ſubſtan

tially, that writers, belonging to the reformed churches, have ev

er had. Indeed, I know of no party, but Socenians that can,

at all, agree with your opinion of the atonement.

Wor. This is a ſtrange opinion, and I believe wrong, but,

fuppoſe it true, that I differed from all men, on this ſubject,

that does not make it wrong : for I pay little attention to the

opinions of others, when I ſuppoſe them wrong. I am not

bound to believe anything becauſe others have believed it. -

Beſides, I believe, indeed, that the greater part of writers have

miſunderſtood the nature of atonement.

Gib. There are two other things in which you appear to be

wrong, viz. 1, You make it a matter of no great importance,

what be the conſtruction of a text of ſcripture, on which you

preach, whereas the beſt commentators and preachers make it

a matter of the utmoſt moment. 2, You make it a matter of no

concern, whether you preach the doćlrine of the text or not, i

-Iº. a doćtrine any where taught in the Bible. You ſay,

“if Chriſt may be found, any where in the ſcripture, compar

ed to a high-way, it is ſufficient for your purpoſe, though he

ould not be ź. ſo compared in your text.” Had I this

opinion, I ſhould do as the Quakers do, never take any particu

lar text, but preach away one truth after another, and then I

would not be found contradićting the ſpirit ſpeaking in my
text, or giving him the lie, by ſaying thus faith the #, in

my text. The received opinion, of Divines, has been, that we

are not to preach truth only from our text, but the truth of the

text. Is not this a miſtake in you then

Wor. That may be your opinion and I may have mine, f

will not contend about it 3 but wherein, am I wrong in my no

tions of atonement 2 Beſides I am not certain that any doćtors

of Divinity of much importance differ from me.

Gib. I ſhall ſhew you afterwards that many famous Divines,

as Boſton, Owen, Poole, and Henry, &c. whoſe praiſe is in all

the Churches, differ from you.

Wor: You have not ſtated the queſtion fairly, you have

charged me with maintaining “that it was the will of God, and

deſign of Chriſt, that all men ſhould be ſaved, and come to the

knowledge of the truth.” Whereas, I had no ſuch opinion :

for, I have never ſuppoſed, that the atonement expreſſed the

will of God or defign of Chriſt, with reſpect to the number, to

whom the benefits of it ſhould be ſavingly applied. The real

queſtion is, Whether Chriſt was, or was not, ſet forth a propi

i
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tiation or atonement, for the fins of the whole world of man

1 kind-page 5th. - , -º-º:

Gib. What is come of all your univerſal texts now, that may

not be limited, one of which ſays, That it is the willof God, that

all menſhould beſaved, and come to the knowledge ºf the truth.—

How can you after this, and in conſiſtency with your own doc

trine, have the face to deny that it was the will of God, and

deſign of Chriſt, that all men ſhould be ſaved and come to the

knowledge of the truth? when, this text direétly ſays it was

the will of God, that all ſhould be ſaved, &c. &c. Chriſt ſays,

- He came to do the will of his Father, that was to ſave all men,

agreeable to your other opinions. ...You alſo ſay, that he died

for all men equally, and this muſt have been in uniſon with

his father's will, which was that all might be ſaved. Dare you

fay that this text is any leſs applicable to univerſal redemption,

nay, to univerſal ſalvation, than the texts you have brought are

to univerſal atonement? you dare not, and where do you land

yourſelf? Is it not in the camp of univerſaliſts, of the higheſt

... degree. , Nay, dare you tell the world that God ſo loved the

world, that he ſent his Son into it to die for all men equally,

and, yet it was neither his will, nor his Son's deſign,#. all

a ſhould be ſaved 2 you have, fir, told us this much already, when

ou deny my ſtatement of the queſtion. May I not here ſay,
The legs of the lame are not equal? *: not a .# intel

ligent reader, whether or not this be a ſyſtem of mockery to

the greater part of the world 2 The moſt famous divines have

differed materially, and eſſentially from you here, for they

hold atonement, propitiation, and redemption, to be of equal

extent, and to reſpéét the ſame perſons. If I am not much

miſtaken, I can ſhew, that you jumble, and confound the ſame

things yourſelf, in your anſwer. Now, with reſpect to miſtat

*ing the queſtion, I confeſs it, and hope I ſhall be forgiven :

for it aroſe not from deſign; but out of too much charity for

you. Sir, I did not think you were ſo inconſiſtent as to limit

redemption, and not atonement. It is, truly, the firſt time ev

.er Iheard one ſay, that atonement and redemption were not of

fequal extent. I really thought I was ſtating the queſtion fair;

for had I been intended to extend the one of theie terms more

than the other, which would be abſurd, in any one that knows

ithe meaning of the words originally, I ſhould have extended

aredemption, rather than atonement, or propitiation. But, fir,

'you have granted that I ſtated the queſtion fair yourſelf, when

you ſet up boldly in oppoſition to me, and to argue with mº,

when I was reaſoning againſ particular redemption, which, it

was evident I was doing ak along, and, noti. idea!

atonement particularly, which was then unknown to mº

*~-- - - - -- - -- - -,
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when I ſaid that it could eaſily be ſhewn that no text in the Bis

ble when it reſpected redemption could mean every individual

man and woman, (I did not ſay atonement butº
you, fir, ſet up boldly in oppoſition to me in this ſaying, an

went off triumphing, as if you had gained the field, becauſe I

did not ſhew in all theſe univerſal texts, though I had ſhewn in

a great many that they would not prove your doćtrine. So, as

you have conceded the ſtatement of the queſtion to me in this

way, you had better act conſiſtent for once, and grant thatthe

queſtion was fairly ſtated : for upon due confideration, you

will find the ground as untenable, upon the footing of univer.

ſal atonement, as upon the footing of univerſal redemption, as I

know of no arguments, that can be fairly brought againſt the

one, that will not as fully bear againſ the other:

Wor, I do not think as you do for I ſuppoſe that by what

Chriſt did and ſuffered, he as really made atonement for the

£ns of the nonelect, as for the fins of the eigée-Page 5th,

But you have brought into view a number of things, as im

plied in atonement, which do not appear to me to be implied

in it, or included.

Gib. On your ſuppoſition, his labor was loſt upon the non

elect, or in vain, and no wiſe man wiſhes to labor in vain, it

is a pity that he that is wiſdom itſelf ſhould be exhibited as do

ing ſo ; for he will not ſee of the travel of his ſoul among

them and be ſatisfied, ſurely no. They are not one whit the

nearer ſalvation by all that he has done, on your plan, you dare

not ſay they are—and ſo your thought has little weight, 'till

you prove it. As to your hypotheſis, as long as you have no

proper data to go upon, it does not weigh much with me, for

you have not demonſtrated your ſuppoſition, ſo as to convince

me to ſuppoſe the ſame thing. But what are theſe things ſo

foreign from the doćtrine of atonement, that are forced into

it by me * - - - . .

: War. You ſuppoſe that Chriſt took away the fins of all thoſe

for whom he made atonement, and removed the wrath of God

from them ; the text brought to prove it is, The Lord hath

laid on him the iniquity of us all.--Compared with John iii. 36.

But in making atonement, the Saviour hath not removed, the

wrath of God from any one; this is not done till the heart is

renewed, by divine grade—pa. 6th–So we may ſuppoſe, that it

is not the blood of Chriſt that removes the wrath of God, but

the renovation of the heart, by the ſpirit and grace of God l l |

Gib. It is not very ſtrange, that I ſuppoſe, that Chriſt did

bear the fins of his people, and take them away from them too,

altogether, ſo as that they can never be laid to the charge of

them whom he repreſented, for the Spirit of God ſuppoſes the
B
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ſame thing, ſpeaking by the mouths of Moſes, the Prophets

and Apoſtles, as can eaſily be ſhewn to any unprejudiced per

fon, or thoſe willing to embrace their doćtrine, which if you

are, you will ſoon not only be convinced of but hold as the

beſt article of your creed. I ſhall turn your attention to Moſes,

that man of God, firſt. Hear his words and ačtions—We

are told that Chriſt is the lamb ſlain from the foundation of

the world alſo, that without the ſhedding of blood there is

no remiſſion of fins--and the Apoſtle to the Hebrews tells us,

That it was impoſſible that the blood of bulls and of goats, or

the ſprinkling of the aſhes of an heifer could take away fin.--

by which Owen on the place, and the generality of commen

tators agree, that he meant all the offerings under the old Teſ

tament diſpenſation, as he declares, that all that diſpenſation

could not make the comers thereunto perfeół, by means of its

imperfeótion, as nothing but that which is perfeół can make

perfeół. This, then, muſt be typical of ſomething which was

perfeót; otherwiſe the houſe of God is more like to a ſlaugh

ter-houſe than a houſe of worſhip, and there is no apparent

wiſdom in that diſpenſation. But if all this diſpenſation had

an eye to the perfeót ſacrifice of Chriſt, much of God's wiſdom

and grace ſhine forth in it : and they had the ſame goſpel

preached unto them that we have, although under a different

diſpenſation. Although hundreds of places in the writings of

Moſes might be fixed upon to my purpoſe, I ſhall only call

your attention to Lev. xvi. 10–21, 22. Speaking of the

/cape goat that was to be preſented before the Lord-In ver.

21 we are told, That the prieſ? was to lay both his hands on

the head of the ſcapegoat, and to confeſt all the iniquitieſ, tranſ

greſſions and ſins of the children of Iſrael over him, putting

them upon the head of the goat.—Ver. 22—And the goat ſhall

bear all their iniquities upon him to a land not inhabited, &c.

Now, fir, if it be true, that you ſay, that fin is not transfer

ibie, did Moſes here teach the prieſts and the people a lie

every rational man among them would naturally draw the con

clufion, that fin might be transferred, which would be an ab

ſurd opinion if you are right, and this would have been a

fooliſh inſtitution. All on our ſide agree, that the ſcape goat

could not actually, but typically, bear away fin from the peo

ple : and, no doubt, all true believers among them, had their

eye on the ſeed of the woman, or Shiloh, that was to come.

All commentators that have fallen into my hands, allow, that

this goat was a type of Chriſt, and if that is ſo, then we are

taught, from this text, that Chriſt did ačtually bear the fins of

thoſe for whom he made atonement. Truly, all the ſacrifices

had an eye to Chriſt, or there is neither beauty nor wiſdom in
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them. The Evangelical prophet is very elear on this ſubjećt

in many places. I ſhall only turn your attention to Iſaiah

liii 4. &c., Surely he hath borne our grief, and carried our ſor

rows : And leſt any ſhould ſay, that this had reſpect only to

his healing of diſeaſes or ſympathiſing with thoſe that were

in grief, we are told in the next verſe, But he was wounded

fºr our tranſgreſſions, he war bruiſed for our iniquities, the chaſ:

tiſement of our peace was upon him, and by hir ſtripes we are heal

ed. Theſe words are ſo plain to the purpoſe for which they

are quoted, that they need no explanation. How could he be

wounded and bruiſed for our tranſgreſſions and iniquities, if they

were not laid to his charge, or imputed to him and he not

found chargeable in law and juſtice. In verſe 8th it is ſaid,

For the tranſgreſſion of my people was he ſtricken. Is it not ev

ident, from this, that he was charged with their tranſgreſſions,

being ſmitten for them Shall I, after your denying the ap

plicableneſs of what is ſaid in the 6th verſe, dare to quote it

in favor of my opinion, when there is ſo great authority as your

judgment againſt me 2 Still, fir, I think this portion to my

purpoſe, though but one half of the verſe, when the other

part does not counteraćt it. The Lord hath laid upon him the

iniquity of us all. Can words be more plain to my purpoſe 2

every verſe explains another. Pleaſe to read candidly the

roth, 11th and 12th verſes. What means that expreſfion—

He ſhall make his ſoul an offering for fin Surely, fir, you

will not ſay, it was for his own ſin, for he had none : Then

it muſt be for the fin of others ; ſo fin may be transferred—or

I ſhould rather uſe the term imputed. Pſalm xxxii—Bleſſed is

the man to whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity. Sin muſt

be imputed ſomewhere. What mean theſe words, He ſhall

fee of the travel of his ſoul, and be ſatiſfied : by his knowledge

fball my righteous ſervant juſtify many : for he ſhall bear their

iniquities P. This is all I ever ſaid, that he bears our fins in

making atonement for us. What means that other expreſ

fion, And he bare the ſins of many, and made interceſſion for the

tranſgreſſors. Here he changes the univerſal term into that

of many, not all, to let us ſee that his atonement Ş"...}.
are of equal extent, and he prays but for the ele&—John xvii.

9, 20. Shall I turn your attention to Daniel the Propher,

ſpeaking the ſame thing 2 Chap. ix. 24. Seventy weeks are de

termined upon thy people to finiſh tranſgreſſion, to make an end of

(or ſeal up) ſºn ; to make reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring

an an everlaſting righteouſneſs, &c. After three ſcore and two

weeks ſhall A4eftah be cut off, but not for himſelf-verſe 26.—

To what end did Chriſt bear fin but to take it away 2 How

eould he finiſh it, or make an end of it, but by taking it away

~~~~ ~aº

~~~~~~~~ : * ~.
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from us How could he make reconciliation for iniquity, or

bring in an everlaſting righteouſneſs, if the fins of his people

were not taken away by him The apoſtle muſt have been miſ

taken, when he ſays, That God is a reconciled God, and recon

ciling the world unto himſelf: and all this by Chriſt Jeſus.-

Pity that you, ſir, had not been at his hand to have told him

that he was wrong, and that he miſapprehended the meaning

of the prophets : for God was never reconciled by Chriſt, nor

fins taken away by him ; but that this was done by regenera

tion, or renovation of the heart. But he tells us, that, He bare.

all our ſay, in his own body upon the tree. I preſume, though

much more might be ſaid to the purpoſe, on this head, what I

have ſaid, may be ſufficient at preſent : for if there is any truth

in the Bible, or meaning in words, I have proven this point, to

every unprejudiced perſon. I have ſhewn that this middle

wall of partition, ſºn, that ſtood in the way of our acceptance

with God is taken away: ſo we begin to be partakers of his

purchaſe in a ſpiritual manner in regeneration. -

H/or. You ſuppoſe that by the atonement the eleēt were

adopted into the family of God, and became ſons, and that God

ſent his ſon into the world, that we might receive the adoption

of ſons, Gal. iv. 4, 5, and I ſee no ground for this opinion, for

it is ſaid, John i. 12, As many as received him to them gave he

ower to become the ſons of God, even to them that believe on

É. name. Here not theſe, for whom Chriſt hath made atone

ment, but theſe, that receive Chriſt and believe in his name,

are ſaid to have power given them to become the ſons of God.

And quoting Gal. iv. 6, you have left out the eſſential words in

the text, and perverted the meaning; but let the words be re

ſtored, & the words will prove that we become ſons by believ

ing on Chriſt; not by the atonement for although a way is

opened by the atonement fol their adoption, yet that adopts

none of itſelf, but believing : it is neceſſary that Chriſt be

received in order to adoption.

Gib. True, I ſaid in my ſermon, that the children are called

ſons before adoption, and there is no doubt that this is in con

iſequence of the atonement, that they are juſtified, adopted and

fanétified 3 but I did not ſay they are ſons before adoption.--

This is one of your own ſayings, and if it be wrong you may

correót it. . I thought I had proven, what I ſaid alſo, but you

think not. I ſuppoſe it would be good to aſk, what are the ben

efits purchaſed by Chriſt, and how we are made partakers of

them, and this redemption ? I believe that juſtification, adop- .

tion and ſančtification, are the fruits of his atonement. The

queſtion is not about the time when declared ſons, but what is

the cauſe of adoption ? You have certainly, fir, miſtaken the
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queſtion, or miſunderſtood what I ſaid. The queſtion is not,

at what time is the adoption of the children conſtituted Or,

at what time are they declared ſons But what is thecauſe of

their adoption into the family of God? Is faith the cauſe or

the ſuretiſhip and death of Chriſt It is not my buſineſs to en

ter into the diſputes that have been on this queſtion, on which

much has been written by able divines. I agree with thoſe

who hold that Chriſt purchaſed faith with all the other graeer

of the ſpirit, and hence he is called the auther and finiſher of

our faith. He gives faith and repentance, and it is becauſe

they are his purchaſe, that he gives them. Theſe he purchaſe

ed for the eleēt, by his death, that it might not be in vain, -

That he might ſee of the travel#.his ſºul and be ſatisfied. So we

find him exalted as a prince, and a ſaviour, to give repentance, and

the remiſſion of ſims to his people. Sometimes there is an ultimate,

a proximate cauſe of a thing; ſo is there in adoption. But,

ſir, you have fallen upon neither of them. The ultimate cauſe

is the love of God. God ſo loved the world, that he gave his only

begottom Son, that whoſºever believeth on him might not periſh but

#ave everlafling life. John iii. 16, He thatſpared not bis own

Son, but delivered him up to the death for us all. Shall he not with

him freely give us all things 3. This is the chief or ultimate cauſe

of all good, to men. The proximate cauſe is the interpoſition,

or mediation, and vicarious ſufferings of the Son of God, or

his furetiſhip. Through him we partake of all that is good,

and comfortable, whether for time or eternity, Math. iii. 17.

Cºl. ii., io, And ye are compleat in him, who is the headof all prin

cipality and power. We loſt all by the firſt Adam, and have all

reſtored by the ſecond Adam. Although, fir, you have quib

bled long, and equivocated much, to prepare blinds for your

readers, to get read of Gal. iv. 6, yet, all will not do, for I am

heartily willing that the whole and entire text be quoted. As

I quoted from memory, as I generally do, and did not intend

leaving out one word, or notice that I had. Becauſe ye are ſons,

he hath ſent forth the ſpirit of his Son into your heartſ, crying Ab

ba. Father. Now they are reſtored every word, and I defy any

man, of common underſtanding, to ſhew what difference there

is in the words to anſwer Mr. Worceſter's purpoſe. None but

you, fir, could have been ſo eagle eyed, as to have ſeen this

text proves that adoption comes not by Chriſt, but by believing

in him. It will not anſwer your purpoſe ; but it may clearly be

feen, to be of advantage to our fide of the queſtion: for it is in

conſequence of his death, that the ſpirit of the Son is ſent, to

put the children in poffeffion of what he purchaſed for them.

It is goodfor you that I go away, for if I go not away the comforter

will not come , but if Igo away I will ſend him unto you, who ſhall

-****** --
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take of the thing, that are mine and ſhew them unio you. What

miſerable ſhifts are men put to, to defend error, when once ut

tered, and they have too much pride to acknowledge themſelves

to be wrong. My friend, I have no objećtion to ſay, that

Chriſt by his death procured adoption for thoſe for whom

he ſuffered ; and alſo, that it is both unreaſonable and unſcrip

tural, to ſay, that faith which is the gift of God ſhould pur

chaſe any thing, for us. Your plan would make the new Cov

enant conditional on man's part, which we utterly deny. Nay,

it would turn the Covenant of grace into a Covenant of works

entirely, which makes it inadmiſſible. Yet, we heartily agree

that there is great neceſſity to receive the Lord Jeſus Chriſt,

and that even in order to our being declared to be ſons

God.

Wor, You confider atonement as the ſtrićt payment of a

; ; ſo that God would no more be juſt in puniſhing one

or his ſins, for whom atonement has been made, than a cred

itor wonki be in exacting the full payment of an original debt

after he had received full payment from the ſurety. And you

have caſt refle&tions on my Sermon, as if in it I would make

God ſo unjuſt as to require a double price. But this idea of

atonement is liable to ſome inſurmountable objećtions. -

Gib, I do, indeed, confider that our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, in

making atonement for his eleēt, or in his vicarious ſufferings,

paid the whole debt that we had contraćted, to the law and

juſtice of God, until he was ſatisfied and ſaid it was enough,

and ſent his Angels to roll the ſtone from the door of the ſep

ulchre, and let the priſoner go free, as an evidence that the

whole debt was paid and juſtice compleatly ſatisfied : ſo we

are ſaid to be purchaſed with his blood, called the blood of

God, Aćts xx. 28. I, alſo, do not heſitate to ſay, that ſeeing

God hath received the full payment from our ſurety, it would

be unjuſt in him to exact the payment either in whole or in

part of thoſe for whom Chriſt ſuffered. I believe your ſer

mon to be objećtionable in this article. But, fir, what are

theſe inſurmountable objećtions Let the mountains bring

forth.

Wor. But, ſir, you will give me the liberty to bring forth

my inſurmountable arguments together, without interruption,

and then the one will corroborate the other, ſo that they will

appear unanſwerable, as I ſuppoſe. -

Gib. In this, fir, you ſhall be indulged, and if they all, taken

together, appear to me inſurmountable, you ſhall have the

palm yielded to you, at once ; but, fir, it may be poſſible to

anſwer them in all their force. What is inſurmountable to

one may be ſcanned by another. Perhaps you may be anſwered.
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For 1ſt, then, it may be objećted that neither fin nor ho

lineſs are transferrible !%. men may be tranſ

ferred, but neither fin nor holineſs can be transferred. 2d.

It is an important objećtion to this idea of the atonement, that

if it were juſt, the atonement muſt have been unneceſſary, and

Chriſt has ſuffered and died in vain l becauſe it was God

who provided the means of making atonement. But why

might not God have diſcharged the debt, without any payment

at all, as well as furniſh the means of payment 1 If one perſon

owes another, why may not the creditor as well diſcharge the

debt at once, as put his hand into his pocket, take out the

money, deliver it to a third perſon, receive it back again, and

then give a diſcharge. 3d. You furniſh an obječtion your.

felf, for if your doćirine were true, God would be unjuſt, and

take, at leaſt, in part double payment, ſeeing he puniſhes men

for their fins, in this world, ſuch as Moſes & Aaron, David, &c.

All the godly have to go through tribulations. Now if your

dočarine were true, all for whom the atonement hath been

made, whether believers or unbelievers, ought to be freed from

all ſufferings for their fins. 4th. This is not the meaning of

the word, in any caſe, where it is uſed in ſcripture. It is ſaid,

The priſº ſhall make an atonement, and the offender ſhall be fºr

given.—But no one will pretend that the prieſt paid his debt.

And ſhould every text be carefully examined, where the word

occurs, it is believed it would be found, that it is never uſed

in a ſenſe correſponding with the payment of a debt.-So

when I ſay, that Chriſt hath made atonement for the fins of

the whole world, I do not mean that he has ačtually taken a

way the fins of all mankind, nor removed from them the wrath

of God, nor that he has brought them into a ſtate in which

they are accounted ſons of God, nor yet that he has paid their

debt; but notwithſtanding the atonement, the wrath of God

abideth on them ; all the whole debt remains undiſcharged

to the finner, until he is renewed by divine grâce, and the bleſ

fings of the uew covenant are thus ſecured unto him—P. loth.

Gib. Are theſe, fir, your inſurmountable objećtions 2 I hops

to ſhew that they are ſurmountable, and may be eaſily anſwer

ed. I cannot help viewing you as a boaſting Goliah, coming

out of the Socinian or Anti-Chriſtian camp, in full armour, or

as you think, in your impenetrable coat of mail, in which

you think ºf invulnerable : but I ſuppoſe a few ſmooth

flones choſen out of the ſacred brook, will bring down aboaſt

ing Goliah, who has defied the armies of the living God. Theſe

are undoubtedly againſt you.

I still ſuppoſe atonement as the payment of a debt, and

that the debt of the elect; and, that when this debt is once
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fully paid, it would be unjuſt to charge it a ſecond time. This

God cannot do, for he is juſt and righteous. It is ſaid in oppo

fition to our idea of atonement; but, ſurely, fir, you do not

think that you have proven that affertion “That neither ſin

nor holineſs areproperly transferable; at the ſame time you, ac

knowledge that property, amongſt men, may lawfully be tranſ

ferred. Now, fiir, if property may be according to the law of

righteouſneſs transferred, with us, what hinders that the pro

perty of Chriſt may not be transferred to his choſen ones f

ſeeing he has promiſed to ſend the ſpirit to take of the things

that are Chriſt's and ſhew them unto them : or give them unto

his own. May that which is lawful and right amongſt men,

and that according to the unchangeable law of God, bt impoſ

ſible with God, in propriety 2 I believe not, I know nothing

impoſſible with the Almighty, but, that he ſhould deny himſelf,

er ſin. May not Chriſt, with the approbation of his heavenly

Father, take our place in the broken covenant, and ſay, If they

owe any thing, lay it to my charge I will pay their debt.

And, may not the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, with the ſame approbati

on, transfer hiſ law magnifying righteouſneſs, Iſa. xlii. 21, to us,

which he wrought out for us, in our nature, room and ſtead,

fince he was under no obligation to come in our nature, nor

when come to obey the law for himſelf? He was wholly volun

tary in it. Indeed, ſir, your bold aſſertion includes more than

common readers, I fear, are aware of it for it at once denies

the imputation of Adam's firſt fin to us, our fins to Chriſt, and

Chriſt's righteouſneſs to us | Whereas the ſcriptures inform

us, that his holy obedience to the death, is imputed to his elect,

as if they had done it themſelves. For he hath made him to be

Jºn for uſ, that we might be made the righteouſneſs of God in him.

You, ſir, are wonderfully fond of new expreſſions in divinity;

and I fear, of new doćtrines alſo. What could have been the

harm, according to your opinion, in ſaying, that neither the

fin of Adam, nor the righteouſneſs of Chriſt, can be imputed

to their ſeed, or to them whom they repreſented in their cover

tlant with God? I know no reaſon for not uſing this mode of

expreſſion but that you thought your readers would not under

ſtand that you meant to rejećt the righteouſneſs of Chriſt, or the

guilt of Adam's firſt fin, which had been favorite doćtrines a.

mongſt them, time immemorial,&might not have been ſatisfied

ſee you treating them withcontempt. It muſt have been only to

a blind to keep the weak people from ſcaring at your doćtrine,

or a mode of making the pill more palatable, that they might.

ſwallow it at once, and believe that you were contending with

a heretic of the worſt kind | This, I am the more convinced,

is your deſign; for you do not go to the bible to prove your
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doërine, ner to the opinions of antient or able divines, whoſe

names are ſavory in the churches. No, but to a littlejeſuiti

cal quibbling, and ſophiſtical reaſoning, and no text of ſcripture

is brought to ſupport your aſſertion, or reaſoning. Indeed,

none can be found to anſwer your end, and you are obliged to

betake yourſelf to this miſerable ſhift, to get rid of the imputa

tion of our ſins to Chriſt, and his righteouſneſs to us. Yet,

fir, if you mean by the word transferred, that we ſuppoſe, that

Chriſt is ačtually a finner: this we deny. For he was holy,

harmleſs and undefiled, in this reſpečt, none could charge him

with attual ſin, in thought, word, or deed. But when you

fuppoſe, that he could not be charged with it, as our repreſent

ative and ſurety : this we ſhrink from with abhorrence.

You ſay, page 8, “But if one man ſºn againſ; the Lord, he a

Home deſerves to be puniſhed; no third perſon can take his fin upon

himſelf and ſuffer in his room, ſo as to render him leſs guilty,

or leſs deſerving of puniſhment. . This debt may be forgiven,

but never can be paid.” If, fir, you bring down the Deity to

a level with the creature, your doćtrine will hold good; but

not otherwiſe. And I ſhould think this would be degrading to

God, to level him with the creature. Amongſt men your doc

trine is true, but not with the Trinity. Surely Chriſt with the

approbation of his Father, had a right to take our nature upon

him, and be found in faſhion as a man, and to lay down that

life, that be had volunteerly taken up, in order to pay the debt

of theſe that were given him, to be redeemed by him; to pay

that which we could never pay, that juſtice might have it’s full

demand, and a way be opened for God to declare himſelf a re

conciled. God to thoſe whom he tepreſented, and a way be

9pened for our acceptance with God, on the account of the do

ing and ſufferings of Chriſt, and no injury offered to the eter

nal law of righteouſneſs... But you ſay that, on this footing,

there can be no grace in ſetting the finner at liberty. I grant

that there is no grace in this plan to our repreſentative: for as

* ſoon as he came into the world clothed with our nature, the

law laid hold upon him as our ſurety, and never let him go

till he paid the uttermoſt farthing. So no grace was in it to the

ſecond Adam. But it is alf of grace to us. It is of grace that

he deviſed; the plan of redemption, and that he received the

price of our redemption, at the hand of our ſurety: nay, in

one word, all is of free grace to the children. Let us hear

what the ſcriptures ſay about transferring of fins to Chriſt, or

in any caſe. I hope, fir, you have not gone ſo far with the

Mother of Harlots, as to deny the ſecond command of God's

moral Law, nor with Arminjans as to amend it or give us a

new edition of it. What ſaysigº purpoſef Viſiting the ig
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iquities of the fathers upon the children, to the third and fourth

generation of them that hate me, &c. Is this transferring or

not? The prophet Iſaiah tells us, That the Lord hath laid upon

him the iniquity of us all, And that when he was charged.

with them, It pleaſed the Lord to bruiſe him. Alſo he ſays,

For the tranſgreſſion of my people war he ſmitten. That he bean

the ſºns of many, For he ſhall bear their iniquities. He war

wounded fºr our tranſ effons, and bruiſed for our iniquities. Now.

if they were laid onÉ. they muſt be taken off his children;

they cannot lie on him and us both at the ſame time. Daniel

tells us that Meſfiah ſhall be cut off; but not fer himſelf—and

that he was cut off to finiſh tranſgreſſion, and to make an end

ofſin, even the fins of his people. "Whether ſhall we believe.

theſe witneſſes or you ? Judge yourſelf, whom men ſhould

truſt to, the inſpired prophets, or fallible and prejudiced men.

The apoſtle ſays, He bear all our ſºns in his own body upon the

tree. And if he bear them, it muſt be by tranſaffing them,

over upon him, or by imputation : for he had them no other

way. It would be bad for the eleá if your doćarine was true.

Away, then, with ſuch things, and let the people ſee in Chriſt

a compleat Saviour, and a complete righteouſneſs; for with

out this we are undone.

2. In your ſecond argument you unmaſk yourſelf, and aſ

fert what every man of reading knows is not true, that is ac

quainted with the Calviniſt ſcheme. You ſay, “according to

my idea, the atonement muſt have been unneceſſary, or in

vain.” Your only argument is a queſtion fraught with igno

rance, both of the nature and laws of God, and plan of the

New Covenant. You aſk, why might not God have diſcharged

the debt, without any payment at all, as well as furniſh the

means of payment 2 fanſwer becauſe he is a holy God, and

has given us good and holy laws, becauſe, he is a true and faith

ful God, and will vindicate the honor of his majeſty, and dig

mity of his laws and government. Becauſe, he can accept of

nothing leſs than perfeót obedience, in order to our ſalvation

and juſtification. In one word, becauſe he is God that cannot

lie, and his glorious perfeótions could not be honoured other

wife. You may as well aſk why is he God and not man. The

noble %ung, in his night thoughts, ſpeaking of this ſubjećt,

ſays, A God alj mercy, is a God unjuſt. . And the Pſalmiſt.

tells us, 7 hat mercy and truth have met together, that righteouſneft.

and peace have kiſſed each other. This is the anſwer to yeur

childiſh queſtion, which has frequently been propoſed by Ar

minians. With reſpect to what you bring in about creditor

and debtor, however right it would be among men, and, I do

not know but ſuch ſhould be the caſe with us, yet, the caſe
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will not apply here 4 for the Father paid none of the debt of

fianers; but the 8on to the Father. But you ſay he provided

all the means of paying the debt, and that this may be looked

apon as paying of it. Where, fir, did you learn this doćtrine *

£urely, hot in the Bible : for Chriſt may be ſaid to provide all

the means himſelf. True he ſays, 4 body haſ thou prepared me,

—but the ſame words in the original are tranſlated, Mine ear haſt

thou bored. If you call clothing the Son of God with our na

ture, providing all the means of payment, I cannot agree with

you here. Beſides, the human nature of Chriſtis compared to

a garment, which three fiſters did weave, and one of them

wore it. What will you make of that text, He took our nature

upon him, And that other.—No man taketh my life from me,

but I kayit down of myſelf. I have power to lay it down, and I

have powerto take it up again.—Now had he not power to take

it up, as well, at firſt? I need not ſtay upon this argument: for

I am perſuaded you fled to it only as one of your miſerable

ſhifts. Here, ſir, we might eaſily turn the tables upon you,

and turn your very important argument or obječion againſt your

felf. For if it be true, that all that Chriſt did by his death and

ſufferings, was only to convince men that God would parden

fin, upon their repentance and believing, and did nothing to

procure faith and repentance for them, which is certainly all

that you have left him to do, after the dedućtion you have made.

And if this poſition of yours be true, he came into the world,

clothed with our nature, lived, ſuffered and died, in vain. -

All that was neceſſary to convince men that God would pardon

fin might have been done without his coming, in the fleſh at

all-hence all he did was in vain. I believe that the old Teſta

ment Church, was as fully convinced that God was a fin par

doning God, as the new is at this day 5 even before he came in

the fleſh, this was believed. Now where is the need of all this

work on your plan? If youwill take the trouble to read Owen on

the perſon of Chriſt, he will ſhew demonſtratively, that all that

was done was abſolutely neceſſary, in order that a holy God

might have it in his power to pardon fin, or to ſave the finner,

in#. to himſelf. A compleat ſatisfaction to law and juſ

tice muſt be made, and this Chriſt alone could do.

3. Your third objećtion to the doćirine of atonement, as

held by Calviniſts, will be found as weak and futile as the reſt.

You ſay, fir, it exhibits God as unjuſt, and as in part, at leaſt,

demanding payment twice over, which would be unjuſt, ſeeing

he chaſtiſes his people or puniſhes them for their ſins, or ſeeing

they muſt all ſuffer tribulation in this world, &c. Where, fir,

in the ſcripture are we taught that God’s chaſtiſements of his

children, or his viſiting the tranſgreſſions of his people with a
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rod, or their iniquities with ſtripes, is any payment of their

debt, either in whole or in part 2 Are we not taught the con

trary in the lxxxix pſalm ? God never ſays that it is to pay

their debt, that he chaſtiſeth any of them: for he ſays, But my

loving kindneſ will I not take from them. He loves with an ever

laſting love, and drawſ with the cords of love, and whom he lover

he lover unto the end. . Yet, he chaſiſeth every ſon and daughter

whom he receiveth. Nay, fatherly chaſtiſements are exhibited

as an evidence of ſon-ſhip, Heb. xii. Read that admirable ex

preſſion, If ye be without chaſtiſement, whereof all are partakers,

then are ye baſtards, and not ſons. Was it to pay Job's debt

that he met with ſo great tribulation ? No, it was to give him

an opportunity to exerciſe his graces, that he might evidence

himſelf to be a ſon of God, and for other good purpoſes to the

thildren. Does any father among men chaſtiſe his child, to

[. a reſtitution for the fault committed P or is it not rather, to

enefit the child, and ſhew his fatherly diſpleaſure at the of.

fence, hinder him from offending in like manner for the fü

-ture ? Are we not told that God chaſtiſeth not for his pleaſure

but our profit 2 Who has ever thought, that puniſhing Moſes or

Aaron with death in the wilderneſs, becauſe of their offence,

was any payment of their debt, or atonement for the guilt of

their fin 2: So may we ſay of the chaſtiſement of David and all

the other children. It was to ſhew that though he loved thern,

and pardoned their fins, he would take vengeance upon their

deeds. Theſe are beacon; ſet up, in terrorem, to warn us to ſhan

the rocks on which they have ſplit Inſtead of being a curſe,

it is a great bleſfing to us, that there is chaſtiſement, for the

children in the covenant. There is a difference between re

mitting ſin, and the puniſhment of ſin: this is evident in the

caſe of David. The guilt of his ſin is declared to be taken a

way while Nathan and he were converſing together, but the

fword was never to depart from his houſe. You, fir, are the

firſt that ever I have known to inſifluate, that tribulation, or

perſecutions of the children were as, or for the payment of their

debts, or a removal of their guilt. And, truly, I do not believe

- it till this day. This tends much to the glory of God, confir

mation of the truths for which they ſuffer, and comfort of the

children, in the end. So, I think, that no argument for your

fide can be drawn from God's ſhewing his fatherly diſpleaſure

at ſin in his own children ; nor from the tribulations of the

, children in this world nay, rather by theſe we are taught to

ſhun fin as the greateſt evil, which God will puniſh, even in

his own people. - - -

• 4. Your fourth argument amounts to nothing but evaſion

and a hypothºſis of your own, and one that is, I am bold to ſay,
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without foundation in the word of God—the generally receive

ed meaning of the word in common uſe amongſt men, or the

definition given of the word in any Dićtionary of the Engliſh

lānguage, either ſacred or civil. You, ſir, deny that I have

given the right idea of the word atonement ; and, alas ! you

have left us fully as bad, for you have given us no definition

of the term. True, you have given us a negative to almoſt

all that ever I underſtood in it ; but do not give us the poſ

itive. Has the word any poſitive meaning at all You ſay it

does not mean this, it does not mean that, and it does not

mean a third thing! What, fir, is left but a mere ſhadow, and

a phantom 2 No judicibus perſon can ſee more. You have

told us the word atonement, no where, means a price in the

ſcriptures. Let us try if this be true. Let us hear Mr.

Brown's definition of the word, a man who certainly knew the

meaning of it in the original : “'The word tianſlated atone

ment, in the original, ſignifies covering ; and intimates, that

our guilt is covered from divine juſtice.” We can form the

cleareſt idea of the meaning of the word, from the covering

of the Ark, that was dyed red ; and as over this ſtood the pro

pitiatory or mercy ſeat, Juſtice and Judgment were the eſtab

liſhment of God’s throne in the earthly tabernacle. What

ſhall I give for the ſºn of my ſºul ? is a very intereſting queſ

tion. This ſhall be an atonement for your ſouls, are words

which often occur in the law of Moſes, evidently demonſtra

ting, that although the ſacrifices of the law “could never

make the comers thereunto perfe&t,” yet the law was the be

ginner (the introducer) of a better hope. It ſerved great pur.

poſes before the times of reformation. The law, by the a

tonement for the ſoul, which it brought to view in all the or.

dinances of her worſhip and ſervice, was the ſchoolmaſter to

teach the doćtrines of the croſs of Chriſt. Chriſt died for our

fins, and roſe again for our juſtification. By his once offering

of atonement, he hath forever perfeóted his guilty choſen com

pany. He hath fulfilled all the righteouſneſs of which the

iaw prefigured ; and thus we receive grace for grace. Thoſe

who deny the doćtrine of atonement, had better renounce the

ſcripture at once. Conceal this invaluable doctrine from them,

… and the condućt of all the old Teſtament ſaints, in their ſac

rifices, &c. appears like that of fools, and the ſervices of the

worldly ſanétuary is more like a ſlaughter houſe, than the

houſe of God. Happy for guilty man, the doćtrine of atone

ment ſtands on a foundation which all the philoſophy and de

ceit of the wife in the world, the ſneers of the wit, or the

profanity of the deiſt ; nay, which the gates of hell cannot

prevail againſt I have in my reach at preſent ſix dićtionaries

\

| ;
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which all agree, that the word atonement ſignifies ſatisfaction

—and atone to agree, ſatisfy, appeaſe, anſwer for, &c. ...And

I am in opinion there is not a dićtionary of the Engliſh lan

guage in this world that agrees with your definition of the

word, would you give us one. My opinion is, that the word

means reconciliation, ſatisfaāion—ſo it means a ſatisfaélion to

divine juſtice, which required the interpoſition of the Lord

JeſusČ. in our nature, room and ſtead; and that he ſhould

ſuffer and die for us before offended juſtice could be ſatisfied.

You have granted that atonement and propitiation, are ſynon

imous termé. : and Mr. Brown defines propitiation, thus,

“That which atones for and covers our guilt as the mercy

ſeat did the tables of the law.” Jeſus Chriſt, is called the

propitiation, or atonement, as his compleat righteouſneſs ap

peaſes his father, arid ſatisfies his law and juſtice, for all otºr

tranſgreſſions.—Rem, iii. 25. Whom God hath ſet fºrth to be a

propitiation, through faith in his blood, to declare his fighteouſneft,

jºr the remiſſion of ſºns that are paſt, through the forbearance

of God, 1ſt. John, ii. 2. And he is the propitiation fºr our ſºnſ,

&c. So we will ſee, if we look into the oracles of God, that

there is all in atenement that I included in it : for when we

look into Iſaiah, we find, the Lord hath laid upon him the ini

quity ºf us all, or the guilt of the iniquity of us ail. Compare

this with what the Apoſtle ſays, He bare all our ſºns in his own

body upon the tree. We find alſo, that Chrift haſ purchaſedfor his

eleář, a right to be adopted into the family of God. Gal. iv. 4–6.

and in believing we are put in poſſeſſion of the purchaſed inher

itance. A man may loug have purchaſed an eſtate for his ſon

before he lets him know that it is for him, or puts him in the

oſſeſſion of it. While he is a minor he is kept ignorant of it;

（i. when he comes to maturity, he is poſſeſſed of it, and may

be ſaid anew to become the ſon of this man, tho’ he was ſo

before, as he in a particular way enjoys the privileges of a ſon.

So it is with us before we believe, and in believing we get the

ſpirit of adoption, and cry Abba Father, and thus enter upon

the inheritance purchaſed for us before the foundation of the

world, by the interpoſition of the Lord Jeſus Chriſt, who is

called the lamb ſlain from the foundation of the world. Alſo,

by atonement, there is a price paid, if we believe the Bible:

1ſt Cor. vi. 19, 20. Ye are not your own, for ye are bought with

a price. Alſo, vii. 23, 1% are bought with a price. And what

this price is we are told Aćts xx. 28. The blood of God, that is,

the blood of the divine Jeſus—Iſaiah liii. Io. When he ſhall

make his ſoul an offering for ſin, he ſhall ſee his ſeed, &c. 1ſt

Peter i. 18, 19. For as much as ye know, that ye were not redeem

, ed with corruptible things, as ſilver and gold, from your vain con
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verſatiºn, received by tradition from the father, but with the pre

cious blood of Chrift, as of a lamb without blemiſh and withoutſpot,

&c., Eph. i. 7. In whom we have redemption through his bleed,

the fºrgivneft ºf ſºns, according to the riches of his grace.--

2d. Peter ii. 1. But there were falſe prophet, alſº among the

people, even as there ſhall be falſe teachers among you, who privi

ly ſhall bring in damnable berefter, even denying the Lord that

bought them, and bring upon themſelves ſwift deſtručion. , Did
you, fir, remember that there was ſuch a text in our bible,

when you ventured to aſſert, “ that Chrift in atonement, paid

not the debt ºf any man º’ Welt may you with fear and tremb

ling aſk, what did he do in atonemént * No man can ſay he

did any thing of much value, when you have made your de

dućtion, which you make when you ſay, you do not mean by

atonement, that he bare the guilt of our fins, nor that he pur

chaſed a right to be adopted into the family of God, for us,

nor that he paid, to the law and juſtice of God, eur debt. You

will permit me, fir, ſtill to preſs the queſtion, what did he do

in atonement What did he to bring us to God?

Wor. It hath opened a way in which God can make ever

tures of pardon and reconciliation, to rebellious men, and ac

tually pardon and ſave all who penitentially return unto him ;

a way in which he can do this, and yet ſecure the honor of his

law, and the dignity of his government ; and, conſequently,

without injury to his own charaćter, or the intereſts of his

kingdom: a way in which he “can be juſt and the juſtifier of

the ſinner that believeth in Jeſus.” Page 10th.

Gib. Here, fir, you have granted, that by atonement a way

is opened by which God can make overtures of pardon, and

aétually pardon, And ſave, &c. But it does not appear from all

you have ſaid, that a pardon is purchaſed, or that God by the

atonement is a recºnciled God, &, through the merit of the atone

ment, recºnciling the world unto himſelf. Nor doth it appear by

your anſwer, that Chriſt, by his death and ſufferings, purchaſed

faith and repentance for thoſe for whom he ſuffered and died ;

but that theſe muſt come in ſome other way, that I cannotun

derſtand from what you ſay. Yet we are told, that he is exal

ted aſ a prince and a Saviour, to give repentance and the remiſſion

£f ſins." Now, fir, Haſk, does Chriſt give any thing which he

not purchaſed by his ſufferings and death 2 Is there any

thing too great, or too little for him to purchaſe for us? He

ſays to his diſciples, John xvi.13. Howbeit, when he, the Spirit of

truth, it come, he will guide you into all truth–ver. 14. Heſhall

glorify me; fºr he ſhall receive of mine, and Áew it unto yºu—

or give it unto you. Now, when the ſpirit is ſent, what does

heſhow or give them? faith and repentance; which, though
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they be the gift of God, yet, they are a part of the purchaſe of

Chriſt, without which, all his ſufferings would have been in

vain. But you have told us before, that it is from the hove

that God bears to the Son manifeſted in the fleſh, not from his

holy obedience, in life and death, in our ſtead, nor for the in

finite merit of his doing and dying, that God forgives the fins ,

of his children—page 8th–Which, if the fimilitude of a father.

and a ſon has any meaning, introduced by you, you muſt in

tend, expreſs your ſentiment as you will. This opinion, we

believe, É. no foundation in the word, and cannot agree with

it. The remainder of the 10th page, alſo the 11th and 12th,

I cannot underſtand, after what you have formerly ſaid about

atonemest ; nor do I know that any perſon underſtands it, viz.

what you there exhibit, You ſtill ſeem to infinuate that ſome

thing was done, and neceſſary to be done, to ſecure the hanor.

and dignity of the legiſlator and laws, and for the good of his

ſubjećts; but you have not told us what was neceſſary 5 for

if it does not mean all that Calviniſts hold or include in it, af

ter your dedućtion, nothing more appears neceſſary, accordin

to your plan, only that the Sor of God ſhould be manifeſte

in the fleſh ; but not as our repreſentative, in our room and :

ſtead, ſo that what he did might be imputed to us as if we had

done it ourſelves | Indeed, the amount of it would only be,

that God was naturally propitious and diſpoſed to forgive ſin,

upon our believing Chriſt, and that he did not bear the wrath,

and curſe of God, due to us for fin, that we might be made

the righteouſneſs of God in him. . If this poſition of yours be:

true, I can ſee no neceſſity for his dying, and, indeed, very lit

tle for his living in our nature; for an angel, in our nature,

could have anſwered the end, or even a perfººt man, ſuch as

Adam was at firſt, any of theſe might have fulfilled the law,

and alſo died. Where then was the neceſſity of the Songſ

God in our nature ? There is nearly three pages of your der

fence that appear to me only to darken council by words with-,

out knowledge, and, after your dedućtion, to be without ideas,

or then they contradićt your former doćtrines. Some expreſ

ſons are uſed by you, in theſe pages, unworthy of a divine

ſuch at the feelings of God, the feelings of God’s heart concern,

ing ſin, &c. From ſuch expreſſions, one would be led to con

clude that God was like ourſelves, and that his peace or hape

pineſs was marred by the beholding of fin, which is impoſ

ſible, and therefore it is certainly improper to bring down the

º to a level with the creature, in this way. Indeed, all

you ſay in theſe pages ſeem to me to be blindfolding the peo

ple, that they may not underſtand what you would be at #

ſhould be glad ſuch expreſſions were not uſed as would ims:
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preſs the mind with fuch mean ideas of God. I do not be.

lieve there is any warrant for ſuch expreſſion in the Bible.—

Chap. xi. Here is a converſation introduced between Meſſrs.

Wor, and Gib. concerning the univerſality of atonement,

wherein the former means to prove, that Chriſt has made a

tonement for the fins of all mankind equally, and the latter to

diſprove the fame. - -- - - - *

, Wor. You are entirely miſtaken about the objećts of atone.

ment; you ſuppoſe, that the atonement was made for the ele&

only; but, I can prove, if my former doćtrines on that ſubjećt

be true, and that by four unanſwerable arguments, that Chriſt

hath been ſet forth a propitiation, or atonement for the fins of

the whole world of mankind, without exception, whether elečt

or nonelečt, believers or unbelievers; and this will ſhew who

is holding up a ſyſtem of mockery to the world of mankind, in

our preaching. . . - *

2 Gib. Sir, if I am miſtaken, in the extent of atonement, as to

the mumber, or perſons for whom the propitiation or atonement

was made, I am found in the midſt of a good company, for

many moſt eminent ſaints of God have labored under the

fame miſtake, whoſe praiſe is in all the churches. All Calviniſts'

of every party hold #: fame opinion, on this ſubjećt. Nay,

even what are called 'regular Baptiſts, in America, agree with

me here. All the Independents of old England hold the ſame

doćtrine. Alſo, the Puritans of that country. Nay, all the

branches of the eſtabliſhed church of Scotland, both in Europe

and America. What is called Preſbyterians in America. The

Coaleſcence or Union party. The Seceders or Antiburgher

party, hold with me in this article, witneſs their confeſfions of

faith and catechiſms and teſtimonies &c. all which ſhew their

agreement, although theſe in ſome things ſeem to differ with

flion of faith, or to explain it away, to anſwer theirthe confe

ends, yet, ſtill they hold with us, in this article. '

2. You begin with “ifwhat you have ſaid be true.” It is

well that this part begins with an iſ, but, let me ſet an if in

oppoſition to your if, which I immagine, will be of as much val

Wé as yours. Then, if I have proved in my former part, in this

colloquy, that all"I had formerly ſuppoſed to be contained in

atmentent, is yet included in it, 'I ſuppoſe every unprejudiced

perſon will readily grant, that the ſcriptures exhibi; it as fully.

containing all that I ſaid it did contain : then all the value of .

your if will fall to the ground ſo far as it reſpects your prova

tion in the preceding part; and of conſequence, your four un

anſwerable arguments will fall with your if, ſo far as reſpects.

jour former attempt. But let us try the matter a little, and

D
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not for a few

we will leave it to the unprejudiced to judge who holds up a

ſyſtem of mockery, or one fraught with inconſiſtency. . . . . . . .

Wor. My firſt argument is drawn from the nature of atone

ment. The atonement eſſentially conſiſted, in making a mani

feſtation of the feelings of God, with reſpect to fin, and of his

determination to ſupport the honor of his charaćter and law,

though he pardoned the ſinner. When this was done the way

was fairly open for the pardon of millions of the human family,

or of the whole race provided they complied with the terms of

pardon, as of ane. And this may be illuſtrated by the brazen

ſerpent, confidered as a type of Chriſt, which was ſet up for all

Gib. Your argument drawn from the nature of stonement.

will not anſwer, for you ſeem to confider very little included

in atonement, much leſs than the Bible includes in it : if it eſſen

tially confiſts in manſºfting the feelings of God, concerning/in &c.

as you ſay, I cannot appreciate the value of that expreſſion, a

manifeſtation of the feelings of God; will you bring down the

Deity to a level with the ſinful creature ? This will not do, ſure

ly, as I have ſaid before. But if you take your argument from the

merit of Chriſt's atonement, as I ſuppoſe you do, then it will eith

er prove nothing, or if it proves any thing, it will prove too

much, and cannot be a good argument. This is the founda

tion on which they build, who hold the doćtrine of univerſal

ſalvation: and, hence hold a ſyſtem by which heli is depopulated

at once, for by pleading the infinite value of Chriſt’s ſacrifice,

they can bring, in their opinion, both devils and wicked ſpirits”

of men out of the pit of miſery. And, I really believe they

have as good arguments, from this, for their ſide, as you have

for yours ; if not more ſo, º, my opinion, your ſyſtem will

never be conſiſtent, until you rejećt the doćtrine of univerſal

atonement, or take up with the doćtrine of univerſal ſalvation.

Certain I am, that Arminians are much more conſiſtent than

you. To confirm your notion of the atonement, you bring in

the circumſtance of the Brazen ſerpent, taken from the hiſtory

of the Jews. Num. xxi. 6–9 ver. 8, And the Lord ſaid unto .

Moſer, make thee a fiery ſerpent, and ſet it upon a pole,; it ſhall

come to paſs, that every one that is bitten, when he looketh upon it

ſhall live. And Moſes made a ſerpent of braſ, and put it upon a

pole, and it came to paſs, that if a ſerpent had bitten any man, when

he beheld the ſerpent of braſ, he lived. Here before we go any far

ther, I will grant you the following things. 1. The infinite

merit of the atonement of our Lord Jeſuschriſt: no Calviniſt -

diſputes this. 2. That the brazen ſerpent was a type of Chriſt.

3. That it was the ordinance of God, to the Jews. 4. That

whoſoever looked at it believing it to be the ordinance of God, .
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were healed. Yet, fir, with all theſe conceffions, it will not

anſwer your end. For this Moſaic ſerpent was not ſet up for

all the world of mankind. Moſes did not leave it in the wil

derneſs, ſtanding on the pole, that every traveller, tilt the end

of the world, when bitten might look and be healed by it.—

When they left the wilderneſs, they took it with them, ſo we

find it in Judah hundreds of years afterwards, until one of the

reforming kings deſtroyed it, calling it Nehuſhtan, brazen work,

by way of contempt, when it became a ſnare unto Iſrael. So

this brazen ſerpent was ſet up for the Jews only, God's pecul

iar people, who were a type of his eleēt children. The portion

then is unhappily choſen to anſwer your purpoſe. If it had

been ſet up for every traveller, at any time, through the wil

derneſs, and left there ſtanding till this day; or if it could be

proven, that any traveller, of another nation than that of the

Jews, had been healed by looking on it, it might have anſwered

ſome end for you : but, fir, as theſe things cannot be proven,

you have failed in your probation. Beſides, the people muſt be

told that the brazen ſerpent was ſet up, the end for which it was

ſet up, by whoſe orders it was fet up, and muſt be ſenſible that

they are wounded ; alſo, that in order to a cure, they muſt

look to it as the ordinance of God for their healing. Now, fir,

until you find the brazen ſerpent extended every where, and to

every perſon in the world, it will not anſwer your end. So,

until you can ſhew that Chriſt is extended on the pole of the

•

Goſpel, every where, and to every perſon wounded of the old.

ſerpent, you cannot prove your point. The circumſtance ad

duced proves the direét revenſe of what you intended : for this

was ſet up for the eleēt nation, at that time, and to no other

people on earth : ſo Chriſt is ſet forth on the Goſpel pole to his

elect people, and revealed to them, and them only, as a Prince

and a Saviour. Thus we grant, that by this we are taught to

look to Chriſt as the only Saviour, and that whoſºever believeth

on him, ſhall not periſh ; but have everlaſting life. But, how ſhall

they believe in him, of whom they have not heard ” If our Goſpel be

hid it is hid to them that areŽ 2 Cor. iv. 3. I now draw the

concluſion, your argument fails to prove for you.

Wor, That Chriſt was ſet forth a propitiation for the fins of

all mankind, or the whole world of mankind, may be argued

concluſively, from the univerſality of the Goſpel invitation: -

You ſeem to be angry with me, for admitting, that ſalvation

is freely offered to all men for acceptance ; but it was offered

to all in the ſenſe ſuppoſed, when the apoſtles, agreeably to their

direétion, went into all the world and preached the goſpel to

every creature. When it is ſaid it is freely offered to all, noth

ing more is intended, but that it is offered to all, indiſcrimin

*
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ately, to the eleå, and to the nonele&. And you, fir, admit

this yourſelf, and aſſign four reaſons for the ſame.

Gib. This argument, drawn from the univerſality of the in

vitation, will be found to come as far ſhort of proving for you, ,

as the former, I preſume, upon due conſideration. It ſeems

you have been taught at the Arminian ſchool, for you bring :

forth no new arguments but what the Mother of Harlots,

with Arminius and his followers, have adduced long ago $.

and have, long ſince, been fully anſwered by Calviniſt Divines,

No good argument can be drawn from the univerſality of the .

goſpel call, until you prove that all have power to believe it of

themſelves ; or will the tares and the wheat are mingled to

gether in the world, the elečt and nomelečt; until we get ſuch .

penetration that whenever we ſee a multitude, to whom we

are to preach, that we can diſcern been the ele& and the non

elečt, we may not abridge the call, for we know not the one

from the other, till the one accepts and the other utterly re

jećts the call. Can you, fir, when you mount the Rºffrum,

with your bible in your hand, in conſcience tell your audience,

that God, in laying the plan of the everlaſting covenant, had

no more reſpećt to the elečt than the reprobate, that he did.

as much for the one as for the other, and that they are all e

qually objećts of his love Can you tell them that Chriſt did .

as much for the one as for the other If you can do this, can

- you not tell them that the Spirit is as willing and able to

- apply as Chriſt is to purchaſe or make atonement Your no

tion of the univerſality of the invitation will prove nothing for

you, till you once prove that the call is univerſal, till you can

prove that the Goſpel is equally preached to all nations. Although

the commiſſion was, Go ye into all the world, and preach the goſ.

pel to every creature, yet, fir, has that, in it's full extent, ever,

till this day, been done I preſume you dare not anſwer in

the affirmative. Why did the Spirit hinder the Apoſtle to go

into Bythynia, or keep him long in one place 2 Was it not

that he knew that the Lord had many people in the latter place;

and few in the former, or none, at leaſt, none to be converted .

at that time As long then as the tares and the wheat are in

termingled, and we do not know the one from the other, we

muſt #"; the general call, wherever we go, and the travel of

Chriſt's ſoul will hear, in due time, and none elſe, Chriſt hav

ing purchaſed faith and repentance for them. ...

But leſt you ſhould think your arguments of more value than

they really are, I ſhall try to follow you a little, and ſhew how

a Calviniſt would ſhortly anſwer your “concluſive arguments.”

I ſtill aſk, when was the goſpel offered freely to all 2 And the

true anſwer is, never till this day 5 many nations never had it, ,
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and millions have died and never heard of ſuch a thing as the

goſpel. You anſwer, it was preached to all in the ſenſe ſup

poſed, when the Apoſtles went into all the world, and preach

ed the goipel to every creature. But, fir, when was that *

Are there not many nations that never ſaw them 2 and many

creatures that died and never heard it How had they it

offered, and ſalvations in it But you ſay, “that no

more is intended, than that it is offered to all indiſcrimi

nately, both eleół and non-elečt.” I grant, that it is ſo where

ever the goſpel is faithfully preached, in a certain ſenſe, for

we offer Chriſt and all his benefits to all that are willing to re

ceive him freely. Yet, in an indefinite and unlimited ſenſe,”

you cannot offer ſalvation thus, while you hold the doćtrine of

eleēion, as you do, except you tell your audience, that Chriſt

hath made a full and compleat atonement for all ; but except

you be of the eleēted number,you cannot go one ſtep in this way

of yourſelf, and all will be of no avail to you. Chriſt will have

ſuffered and died in vain for you, except you be of this num

ber ; for he purchaſed nothing for you, to put in poſſeſſion of

the benefits of this atonement.-Yet, I muſt call you all to

believe on Chriſt, to make you a new heart and a new ſpirit

of yourſelf, and inform you that you will be damned if you do

not comply and do ſo, for there is nothing required but any

reaſonable man can eaſily do, and yet this faith is the gift of.

God, which he will give to the eleēt only ; and none can be

ſaved without it. Is ſuch as this a ſyſtem of mockery or not ?

I have no difficulty, fir, in granting that the goſpel is to be

preached to all men indiſcriminately, wherever we go; but,

this does not imply that Chriſt died indiſcriminately for the

Aheep and the goats, nor that there is equal proviſion made by

him, for the eleēt and non-elečt, only that the tares and

the wheat are mixed togethel in the world, and that we do not

know the one from the other, and are bound to call all, and the

ſheep only will hear and obey his voice. True, fir, Chriſt ,

preached the goſpel both to the elect and nonelečt, and I can

ſee no impropriety in quoting his own authority to follow his

own example, for in many things we are not to imitate him ;

yet, to the one he preached in parables, and to the other plainly,

affigning this good reaſon for it, he does not defign their con

verſion. So, it is to the world ſtill as idle tales, an hard ſay-º

ing, &c. You ſay, ſince miniſters are to invite all, wherever

they come, that then there muſt be proviſion made for all,

when they do come. Yes, fir, we have the divine warrant, to :

tell them that there is proviſion made for all that will come,

without exception ; for Chriſt ſaith all that the Father giveth

me ſhall come unto me , and he that cometh unto me, I will

• *-es-, -º-º-º-º-º-º------
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in no wife caſt out. : Here we have two things retieeable—is

1ſt, That all that were given to Chriſt, will be made willing:

in a day of power, and made to come to him." ad: That when

they are come they will not be diſappointed ; they will feed .

with him at his table, for none can come accept the Father draw.

them, and whomſoever he draws, Chriſt will heartily receive.

Never, fir,be afraid to embrace the Calviniſt ſyſtem on this ac

count; for it is ſuch as cannot deceive any : let men come

and they will find enough and to ſpare in their Father's houſe,

when they come as the returning prodigal did, naked and hun

gry. But, fir, if you ſuppoſe that we ſhould tell them that

the proviſion was made for the non-elečt, as well as the eleēt,

we dare not tell them ſo, more than we dare tell them, it was

made for Devils, or for them who are now in hell. But, we

may ſafely inform them, with a thus ſaith the Lord, that by

the goſpel, or Chriſt in the goſpel, proviſion is made for men,

and finners, of Adam's family, of whatever nation, language,

tribe, or family. I can hardly believe, fir, you did not know

better, than to impute inconſiſtency to our ſyſtem here ; and

the more eſpecially, as you yourſelf hold the doćtrine of ab

ſolute, eternal and perſonal eleēlion ; alſo, the abſolute ºne

ceſſity of free grace, in order to acceptance of Chriſt as a com

pleat Saviour. The argument will turn againſt your own fide,

at leaſt as much as againſt ours; and it is certainly no great

wiſdom in you to put a weapon into the hand of your enemy.

The Free will Baptiſts will triumph. I aſk you, fir, are you

able by moral ſuaſion, or all your powers of oratory to make

one non-elect ſoul believe that Chriſt died for himſelf in par

ticular Or, is any able without divine, ſupernatural grace

to believe ſo Or will God give this divine, ſupernatural grace,

to any but the eleēt only 2 You are obliged from your own

ſyſtem to anſwer theſe queſtions with a negative ; or then you .

muſt grant that a perſon that has the faith of God’s eleč may

o to perdition, for all the non-elečt will go to hell. Certain

y, it is the faith of God's eleči to believe that Chriſt died for

me in particular. I wiſh you to weigh this matter deliberate

ly, and ſee where you land yourſelf I am not difficulted to

preach the doćtrine of abſolute, eternal, and immutable de

crees, of abſolute, perſonal elečtion, and of particular atone

ment, as they are truths revealed, though I know that many

ftumble at them, and ruin themſelves eternaily. All your

arguments drawn from the univerſal invitation will ſerve you

naught, until you can ſhew that the internal call goes along

with the external, wherever it goes ; this would prove your ſ

hypotheſis--Or that all can believe of themſelves, or if you

... can ſhew that God does as much to draw the non-elect, as the

*
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elečt to Chriſt. The love of the Father, the grare of the Son, &

the application of the Holy Ghoſt are all equal, which your ſyſtem

will not, I preſume admit. While facts àre againſt you, you will

never be able to prove yout ſide. For whom was the ſupper,

in fait, provided, Luke xiv. 16. For them who actually partook

of it, and for none elſe, ail the reſt will find excuſes, becauſe

he does not internally invite. He will have mercy on whom he

will have mercy … and whom he will he hardeneth. I wiſh, you

may not be incorreót in your notions of this parable ; it is al

lowed by commentators to be ſpoken to the Jews, to ſhew their

obilinacy and unbelief, in reječing the Meſfiah when he came

in the fleſh, into the world, whom they had been long looking

and praying for: who, when he came and did not anſwer all

their expe&tations of him, was rejećted of them as a nation,

with contempt ; though many of that people were enlighten

sd, and ſaw it their intereſt and duty to come to the goſpel

ſupper: for theſe latter was the ſupper provided, becauſe they

were the ſheep for whom he had laid down his life, and pledg

ed his faithfulneſs, that they ſhould never periſh, John x

The ſupper then was provided for Jews and Gentiles, all that

have believed, or ſhall believe till the laſt day: yourſelf being

judge, none but the elečt will have their eyes opened to ſee du

ty º intereſt meeting in going to the goſpel ſupper, at God's

call. - º -

Wor. A third concluſive argument, in favor of univerſal atone

ment, may be drawn from the conſideration, that unbelief or

the rejećtion of Chriſt, as a Saviour, is exceedingly finful. It

muſt be very obvious, that, if atonement has been made for a

part of mankind only, there can be no fin, in refuſing to confide

in him, as a Saviour, until we have evidence, that we are of the

*.

number of thoſe for whom ſalvation is provided. So that if

unbelief be finful, it muſt be ſo on the ground of the doğrine,

for which I contend. But you have a ſhort way of getting rid

of this argument. You deny the finfulneſs of unbelief, which

I ſhall prove to be finful in a ſubſequent chapter, and then this

argument will have weight.

Gib. Your third concluſive argument, I behold as inconiu

ſive, when you ſhall have proved unbelief to be finful, which I

know no perſon, ſo bold as to deny. I admit it without your

probation ; and deny at the ſame time the concluſiveneſs of

your argument. Review your concluſive argument. “It

muſt be very obvious, ſay you, that if atonement has been made

for a part of mankind only, there can now be no ſin, in refuſing

to confide in Chriſt as a Saviour, until we have evidence, that

we are of the number of thoſe, for whom ſalvation is provid

£d”!!! “So if unbelief be finful it muſt be ſo on the ground of

*
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Dear ſir, can you, after reading with candor my #:#; -

the doćtrine for which I contend”!!! You, Gr, ſhould have corn

ſidered how much your concluſive argument would have proved,

before you had introduced it, leſt it ſhould prove too much, and

#. at all, or more than you deſire. Do you not,

r, ſome times preach the eternal decree of eleēion ? Now,

ſuppoſe, ſome of your hearers afterwards ſhould meet with you,

and inform you, that there could be no fin in rejećting the of:

fer of the goſpel, until he had evidence that he was once of

that eleētion you had been preaching of ; for if he was not e

leółed he could not be ſaved do what he would. Would you,

ſir, ſay yes, he could, for there was a compleat atonement made

for all mankind, and he might be ſaved whether he was eleēt

gd or not 2 I preſume you would not; but anſwer, ſecret things.

belong unto the Lord-That the call was to men and finners

hat as he was a needy ſinner, he ſhould come and put in his

lea: for none that ever came were rejećted by him. So ſay:

to you, Secret thingſ belong unto the Lord. I know no way to:

be made certain that he died for me; but that I am made wil

ling to accept him, on his own terms. Thus, fir, we deſtroy.

your “concluſive argument,” by ſhewing that it proves too much,

even more than you wiſh. ... But, fir, how did you learn that I

denied the finfulneſs of unbelief ?...You ſay, “I have a ſhort.

way of getting rid of this argument, by denying the finfulneſs.

of unbelief 1? I poſitively deny that ever I ſaid ſo in my life.

or ever thought ſo once tº ſo I take it for granted that unbelief

is a fin: for it were the Jews prohibited the holy land, in Mo

fes’ day, and their bodies fell in the wilderneſs, ar, dung to fat:

the land. For this ſin were they carried to Babylon; alſo for

this fin they have been rejeaed as a nation, this eighteen hun

dred years, Take head that you be not alſo rejećtet for this

ſih 3. for yau deny the Lord that bought us with his precious.

blood, ſaying, that your Saviour, to whom ye truſt, paid no.

price for you. He is not then the Chriſt of God, but an Idol

of your own invention. O Tempora, O Mores. The bible

knows not him that you deſcribe. But, fir, if you are one of

their number, that ſay, that Adam, as our repreſentative in the

Covenant, had a ſaving faith, or the faith of God's eleå, and loſt

it for us, you may enjoy your opinion undiſturbed by me ; but

till you prove it by ſcripture, and reaſon, I cannot agree, with

you, I ſhall leave this, ſir, until I,come to where you ſet up

your man of ſtraw and thraſh upon him, which cannot injure :

me, it orly can injure yourſelf, and your aſſociates in this work,

your hand lipon your heart, and declare, that you believe Ihol

that, unbelief is no fin You cannot. -

War, Mr. fourh, and laſt argument, in perfeº agreement: º
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- with the foregoing, is the expreſs declaration of many paſſages

--of ſcripture. A few of which ſhall be cited. John vi 51.–

Heb. ii, 9.-1 John ii. 2. If it be poſſible for human language

to communicate the idea, that Chriſ hath made an atonement

for the fins of all mankind, I ſhould ſuppoſe, it muſt be found in

theſe paſſages, and others of a fimilar import; but you ſay, but

have not proved, that theſe and fimilar paſſages are to be under

ſtood of the ele&l only, &c.

Gib. I come now to your fortification, behind which you

* mean to ſhelter yourſelf, until you diſcomfit your opponent ;

indeed it is the only plauſible argument you have adduced.--

The former, to a thinking, intelligent perſon, acquainted with

the ſyſtem of divinity, were not even plauſible arguments, they

were only blinds; but this is the ſtrongeſt that the Arminian,

Arian and Socinian tribes have made uſe of. See Taylor on

cºoriginal ſin, and Edward's anſwer to him. I ſhall pay a little

attention to this argument of yours, as worthy of notice. -On

ily permit me to remark, you have now ſhifted your ground ;

formerly. I ſuppoſed you to be arguing for univerſal atonement;

now you are arguing for univerſal redemption. Error is very

dangerous, and apt to be progreſſive: take heed left as you

Have now got yourſelf enliſted under the banners of Arminius,

you ſhould, in a ſhort time, in order to be conſiſtent, be obliged

to enliſt under the banner of thoſe who are for univerſal ſalva

Ation. Two reaſons I have for ranking you with Arminians.,

* - 1. WHEN I was endeavouring to open up thºſe texts, which

, take the appearance of univerſality, I was reaſoning againſt uni

verſal redemption, which is evident, in the Sermon. Now, if

you hold the sigółrine of particular redemption, you ſhould have

paſſed by theſe arguments, and ſaid, that they did nat pertain

toyou ; for you were arguing for univerſal atonement, not uni

ºverſal redemption. ; Aiſhall ſuppoſeyou now more conſiſtent, and

, that you ſee that if you hold the one you muſt hold the other

equally. “. . . . . . -

* 2. THESE are the texts fled to by Arminians, to prove their

-tenets, and they will certainly do as much for them, as for you ;

“but they will anſwer neither of you, except we allow the ſcrip

-tures, to be a bundle of contradićtion, I have already ſhewn

that Chriſt laid down his life for the ſheep, for the Church, for

his body 3 for to purchaſe for himſelf a peculiar people. g. Now,

either the one text muſt be explained to anſwer, the other, or

by the other, or then we help the Deiſt and declare that he has

, told but the truth when he calls the bible “a jumble of contra

dićtions.” You ſay the expreſs declaration of ſcripture is on

your fide, and, firſt cite John vi. 51. And the bread which I will

give isºmyśawhich I will give£r the life ºf the world. Mean
A
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ing all men that ever were, or would be in the world, if your

poſition be true. Now at that time a great number of the

world were gone to eternal perdition, and out of the reach of

recovery. Did he lay down his life to atone for their fins, and

that they might live by him I This is both abſurd and antiſcrip

: tural. 'Did he die to procure life for all that were in the world,

at that time, or that would be in it till the end of time * Why

did he not ſend them all word, that he had done ſo, and give

them all an opportunity of believing on him; ſeeing all that be

lieve got in him ſhall be damned But, fir, to uſe a phraſe of

your own, “You have got a ſhort way of getting rid of this

argument.” by denying that it is neceſſary in order to ſalva

\ tion, even, to hear of Chriſt | You can ſend them to heaven,

by him, without any knowledge of him at all. Let us hear

what the apoſtle ſays, Rom. x. 14. How then ſhall they callen him

* in whom they have not believed, and how ſhall they believe in him

of whom they have not heard F And how ſhall they hear without a

preacher P. Here, fir, the apoſtle ſeems to differ from you; but,

you may ſay he has proven himſelf, before this, to be unchar

itable, and not to be believed here : for he hath ſaid, If our goſ.

pel be hid, it is hid to them that are loft. Solomon ſeems to be little

better. He ſays, Where there is no viſion the people periſh, Per

haps you may think it a ſmall thing to differ from theſe two

--witneſſes; but many others will not think ſo, I preſume. A

gain, let us try what fact ſays, it ſays, that there are few that be

ſaved. Many are called, but few are choſen. Then, according

to you he has failed in the attempt ; for he did not give life to

all the world, by his fleſh, in your ſenſe of the word. The ſpir

it, it ſeems, hath not faithfully applied, as Chriſt atoned, or all

would have been ſaved It appears to me to border upon blaſ

phemy, to hold ſuch an opinion. Seeing theſe and many more

abſurdities would flow from ſuch an expoſition of the text, as

you give : it is better to agree with Calviniſt expoſitors, and

allow that by the world here we are to underſtand the eleēt only.

Your next citation is from Heb. ii. 9. That he, by the grace of

God, ſhould taffe death for every man. No doubt, ſir, like the Ar

minians of old, you make a mightyflouriſh, with this text in your

hand, as if you would make us Lelieve, that it concludes entire

ly in your favor. In anſwer to this, let it be remarked, that

the word Man, is not in the Greek text, and if it were it

would very little ſupport your fide: for it muſt be explained

agreeable to the context. Then, he taſted death for all men,

or every man, who is one of the ſons, to be brought to glory,

ver. to. and of whoft ſalvation he is the captain. Every man

who is his brother and ſam&ified by him, ver, 11. Every man,

who is one of t'e shildren God had given him, ver, 13. Ex
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ery man, who by his death is delivered from eternal death, ver.

17. Every man, who is reconciled by his death, and theerfore,

when it is ſaid he taſted death for every man, the apoſtle doth

not mean, that he died to atone for the guilt of all men, to put

them in a ſalvable ſtate, but for every man of his ſheep or elect

iven to him in the Covenant, ordered in all things, and ſure.

eſides, theſe very words, every man, are uſed in a limited

fenſe elſe where, and why not limited here Coll. i. 28. Warn

ing every man, and teaching every man. Did the apoſtle

warn, and teach every man, of Adam’s ſons and daughters ? It

is believed he did not. 1 Cor. xii;7. The manifeſtation of the ſpire

it is given to every man, to profit thereby. -

I aſk, ſir, is the manifeſtation of the ſpirit given to every in

dividual of Adam's family that they profit thereby No, but

to ſome only. Chriſt ſays, Go ye into all the world, and preach

the Goſpel to every creature. . Surely not to ſtocks or ſtones,

birds and beaſts, nay, nor to every one of Adam's family, that

had been, were now, or ſhould be hereafter, but to all ranks

and degrees of them without diſtinétion, wherever they came.

No decifive argument can be drawn from the words, every

man to anſwer your purpoſe, as this expreſſion is ſo often taken

in a limited ſenſe, and according to the context is ſo to be

taken in this place.

Your next text which you think proves ſo direétly for

you, is taken from 1ſt John, xi. 2. He is the propitiation for our

Jºns, and not for ours only but alſo for the ſins of the whole world.

Since you, fir, ſeem ſo ill pleaſed with my opinion of this

text formerly, I preſume you will be ſo with any that I can

et give. Therefore, I ſhall give you the opinion of an a

le divine on it, which appears much more agreeable to the

analogy of faith than yours. Lime-Street Sermons, page

255th—“He is the propitiation for the fins of the whole

world. Why may not the words denote the better part of

the world, the elect, the church of God 2 We have as good

a right, and greater reaſon to affirm it, than others have to de

IºW it. -

". The word propitiation ſeems to limit the expreſſion to

believers. God hath ſet forth his Son to be a propitiation,

through faith in his blood. The word propitiation in ſcrip

ture never extends to any but believers, or refers to any oth

ers; ſo, vain is the attempt to apply it to all mankind, and

thereby prove univerſal redemption.

2. The perſons for whom Chriſt is ſaid to be a propitiation,

are thoſe for whom he is an advocate, or interceſſor ; but he

is not an interceſſor for all men, and conſequently the apoſtle

could not mean every individual man, when he ſaid that Chriſt

-- ~~
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was a propitiation for the fins of the whole world. There is:

an inſeparable connexion between the propitiation and inter

ceſſior. We have an advocate with the Father, Jeſus Chriſt

the righteous,who alſo is the propitiation, for our ſins, yea, and

for the fins of the whole world; for the ſins of all for whom

he is an advocate, with the Father ; for his interceſſion is

founded on his ſacrifice; he ſuffered and ſatisfied for thoſe for

whom he intercedes, and therefore his interceſſion is effectual':

or prevalent with God. This ſeems to be the ſum and ſcope,

of the apoſtle's reaſoning, and it very eaſily points out whom,

he intends by the whole world, for whoſe fins Chriſt is ſaid to

be a propitiation, even the world of the elečthe means. He

adds alſo that the ſcope of the doćtrine was to comfort weak

believers, under a ſenſe of finful infirmities. The comfort is

Chriſt’sº: in heaven the virtue of his atoning ſacrifice,

which he had offered up on earth not only for their particular

ſins, but for the fins of all his people throughout the world.—

And ſuch a ſacrifice, for virtue and extent, he intimates, would

bear a ſufficient plea for the pardon of their fins. According:

to our doćtrine the apoſtle's reaſoning is juſt, and the conſola.

tion ſtrong. But what can it be for a deječted chriſtian, to tell

him that Chriſt loved and died for all men a like : for Cain

and Judas, as well as for Samuel and David”—that there is a

poſſibility of life and pardon procured for all, if they would re

pent and believe, and that this they muſt do or be damned, and,

yet they cannot do it of themſelves, and if they could, they

might fall from it and periſh. No comfort here but great in

our way. Hence, I agree with our author that ſomethinglike

, this is the meaning, and not as you think, that he died for them

that were then in hell, and never get out of it: or them that.

would go to it, and ſo die in vain as to the greater part of

mankind. As to this epiſtle being general, I believe this will

not be diſputed, yet, we know that this apoſtle refided chiefly

amongſt the Jewiſh converts, and it is very reaſonable it ſhould

chiefly at firſt fall into their hands, alſo that he ſhould endeav

our to remove their deep rooted prejuſtice againſt the Gentile

nations, and let them know that Jeſus had other ſheep that

were not of that fold, but of the Gentile world, that were alſo

to be partakers of the benefits of his death. It is, alſo, well

known that the Jews were then called the Church, and all oth

cr nations the world, by the Jews, at that time: hence the gem

erality of commentators have been of opinion that the apoſtle

adopts this mode of expreſſion, well underſtood at that time ;

but leſs underſtood in our day, when ſuch expreſfions are leſs

uſed. I have now ſhewn what I verily believe to be the mean

ing ofthe texts you have brought, and that they will not prove

\
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what you intended by them. I trouble not myſelf with others,

of a like complexion, at preſent 3 yet, I believe they are equal

ly eaſily anſwered with theſe, were this a ſuitable time and

place for them. • ,

... I wiln now give you ſome reaſonswhy I cannot agree with

you and your party, about the extent of the atonement of Chriſt.

1. It would exhibit Chriſt as having come into the world,

and ſuffered and died in vain, as to the greater part of men,

while the direé reverſe is told us in Iſa. iiii. 1 1. He ſhall ſee of

the travel of his ſºul, and be ſatisfied. And he could never beſat

isfied except he got all thoſe for whom he died.

2. Your plan ſeparates two things which God hath joined

together, i.e. atonement and redemption, which, always, the one

looks to the other, like the faces of the Cherubim. See Tit.

ii. 14. Who gave himſelf for ur that he might redeem us from all

iniquity, and purify unto himſelf a peculiar people, zealouſ of good

works. Gal. i. 4. Who gave himſelf for our ſins, that he might

deliver us from thir preſent evil world, according to the will of God,

even our Father.

3d. In your ſyſtem I do not find even the eſſentials of

atonement, for if Chriſt did not ſuffer the wrath and curſe of

God, due to us for fin, and thus bear fin away from thoſe he

repreſented, that we might enjoy the privileges of the ſons of

God, and alſo procure, by his doing and dying, all that was

neceſſary to put us in the full poſſeſſion of the purchaſed inheri

tance. I cannot ſee the value of all that he has done, for the eleēt.

Your ſyſtem is not even the image of the doćtrine of atonemne.

4th. The ſcriptures exhibit Chriſt as laying down his life

for the ſheep, never for the goats. John x. 15. And I lay

down my life for the ſheep. Aćts xx. 28. Feed the Church of

God, which he hath purchaſed with his own blood. And

we are commanded to love our wives as Chriſt loved the church,

and gave himſelf for it. I might here give many more reaſons,

but theſe ſatisfy myſelf that your ſyſtem is untenable. From

what is ſaid it is evident, that theſe expreſſions, the world, the

whole world, all men, all the world, &c. are often reſtrićted in

ſcripture, and mean only a part of the world ; and why may

not theſe apparently univerſal texts be reſtrićted to ſpeak a

greeably to other texts of ſcripture, which cannot be diſputed,

and agreeably to the analogy of faith. That explanation can

never be juſt, that is fraught with ſo many abſurdities, ſuch as

would accompany ſuch a latitudinarean explanationas yougive,

viz. That Chriſt ſuffered in vain as to the greater part of the

world-That he ſuffered for thoſe that were in hell at the time

he ſuffered—That millions for whom he ſuffered will never be

bettered thereby, they cannot, according to you, for God never
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thoſe themko eternal life, never deſigned te give them faith.

and repentance, or any other ſaving grace ; nor did Chriſt

purchaſe theſe things for them, that his death might not be is

vain Away with ſuch explanations, they better become the

mouth of the Mother of Harlot, than a profeſſed Goſpel miniſter,

As I ſaid already it is not conſiſtent with the limits of the work

before me to go through all the texts which put on the ap

earance of univerſality ; but, would circumſtances admit,

they might all eafily be ſhewn to be limited, when alluding to

redemption, which words, by the bye, did not ſuit your purpoſe

to inſert when you quoted my words, which is not a great

evidence of a fair diſputant. } can now add, or, when they

reſpect atonement. I exped, fir, after arguing for univerſal

redemption, you will neither hold particular redemption any

more, nor deny that you are found in the Arminian camp->

Chapter third.

Wor. I can ſhew that the promiſes of the goſpel are con

ditional, and that there is not a promiſe offered to men but

on certain conditions, they always require holineſs of heart -.

And, in whatever form the condition is expreſſed, it always

requires holineſs of heart, or that love which is the fulfilling of

the law. To any thing ſhort of this there is not a ſingle

promiſe of mercy in the Goſpel. This you call melancholy

doćlrine, if it were true, and thank your maker it is falſe; and

in other places of your ſermon condemn it in language equal

ly ſtrong, calling it poor goſpel, &c. I do not at the ſame

time diſpute that God has abſolutely promiſed to renew and

ſanétify the hearts of ſome ſinners. You look upon me as

holding that finners are holy before they come to Chriſt,

which I deny that ever I ſaid, or any thing that implied this.

I ſuppoſe that to come to Chriſt, in the ſcripture ſenſe of the

term, is the ſame thing as to exerciſe holy affe&tions. And

therefore there is no propriety in ſaying that finners come to

Chriſt before they have any holy exerciſes, nor that they have

any holy exerciſes before they come to Chriſt. Beſides, you

uſe langyage which is calculated to impreſs the idea upon the

mind of the reader, that I ſuppoſe ſinners do ačtually comply

with the condition of themſelves. If you had looked a little

forward you would have ſeen, that I believe that men till re

newed cannot go one ſtep on this way that leads to heaven,

which if you had been candid you would have done. You

alſo expreſs yourſelf as if you believed I ſtill left men room to

boaſt as if there was ſomething in their own power—This I

utterly deny that I have done.

Gib. If you can ſhew that the goſpel is a promiſe of life and

ſalvation on certain conditions, I wiſh you would ſhew it to

***--
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ſatisfačtion; for I have always believed the contrary, and that

it was an abſolute promiſe of life and ſalvation to a part of

men only, and your arguments are not able to convince me

to the contrary, as yet. You blame me for calling it poor

Goſpel, when you ſay, “in whatever form the condition is

expreſſed it always requires holineſs of heart, or that love

which is the fuſfilling of the law. To any thing ſhort of this

there is not a fingle promiſe of mercy in the goſpel.” I have

not yet, fir, changed my mind. I ſtill call this doćtrine, poor

goſpel, nay, no goſpel at all, for there is no doćtrine like this

in all our goſpels or epiſtles. I hope to ſhew in a little that

there are many promiſes free and abſolute that contain life

and ſalvation to finners, which they may and do lay hold on,

and feed upon, without any condition. I ſtill deſire to be

thankful that there is better news in the goſpel than this.-

Yes, fir, I do believe it to be an abſolute promiſe of ſalvation

to all that were given to Chriſt to be redeemed by him—To

& all the ſeed royal—To all the elečt–To all that will believe in

Chriſt till the laſt day, both of Jews and Gentiles—and I can

not ſee glad tidings to any other in the bible. I believe with

the poſtle, that to others it will be the ſavor of death untº

death. The ſcripture faith, The promiſe if to you, and to your

feed—What is the condition here And is not this a goſpel

promiſe Have got many of the ſaints, as well as Abraham,

fed upon this promiſe Surely they have. When the Apoſ

tle would comfort his audience, he does not ſay the promiſe

is to all equally who fulfil the condition ; but the promiſe,

viz. of the Saviour, and ſalvation through him, is to you, and

to your ſeed, &c. You ſay “there is not a fingle promiſe to

any thing leſs than that right temper of heart you ſpeak of, or

that love which is the fulfilling of the law I’” What, fir, is there

no promiſe of a new heart made in the goſpel unconditionally

Burely there is, and God has promiſed to ſhed abroad his love

in their hearts. See Ezek. xi. 19, &c. And I will give them

one heart, and I will put a new Spirit within you, and I will take

away the flaney heart out of their fleſh, and will give them an

#eart of fleſh, that they may walk in my ſtatutes, and keep mine

ardinances, and do them 3 and they ſhall be my people, and I will

be their God. Jer. xxxii. 38,39. And they ſhall be my people,

and I will be their God - and I will give them one heart, and one

way, that they may fear me forever, for the good of them, and of

their children after them. - - -

But, fir, you are ſo ingenius at finding out conditions, that

you will find out conditions to all theſe promiſes, of the ſover

eign Lord. You ſay, “you do not deny that God has abſo

lutely promiſed to renew, and ſančify ſome finaers.” Wh9

A
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‘gre theſe fome? Are they any more or leſs than the eleē 2

Is there a promiſe either conditional or unconditional to renew

and ſanétify any other ? I believe not one in the bible. I wiſh

"I could believe, that you never ſaid anything that implied that

finners muſt be holy before they come to Chriſt. I cannot as

yet, while you maintain the promiſes to be conditional. You

have ſtrange notions about coming to Chriſt: if your idea be

true, but I diſpute it till it is proven, then a perſon indeed may

come to Chriſt without ever hearing of him, I thought, that

to come to Chriſt was to believe in him as a prophet, prieſt and

*king : to cheerfully, and heartily receive him as he is freely of—

‘fered in the goſpel as our own Saviour, and the only ſuitable Say

iour, to give up with all other Lords, $5' lovers for him, to account

all but loſ and dung, that we might gain him ; and with Thomas

to ſay, my Lord, and my God; to take his laws, and ordinances

out of his hand, and heep them, as a rule of life and pledge of

his love to us, and our love to him: to look unto him alone for

wiſdom, righteouſneſs, ſančišication, and completenedemption. ; d.lſº

•our own righeouſneſ being but as filthy ragſ, to flee to his as a

robe to cover our nakedneſs. You, like the Arminians, are very

angry with me when I ſhew that the tendency of your doćtrine,

would be to rob Chriſt of the honor and divide it with the

creature ; if you would not have this done you muſt change

wour ſyſtem, for it will never be conſiſtent, or exhibit God as

juſt and righteous, until you either allow the promiſes to be

abſolute, or, then leave it in the power of fallen man to fulfil

the condition of the promiſes. * * * * ** - .

* Wor. Having now ſet aſide all that does not pertain to the

queſtion in diſpute. The queſtion then is, whether there be

any promiſe of pardon and final ſalvation, to any individuakſin

ner but upon condition of his becoming reconciled to God? Or,

it may be ſtated thus, Whether there be any promiſe of mercy,

in the goſpel, which any individual ſinner has a right to ap

propriate to himſelf until he finds evidence, that he has ſome

degree of holy love? If there beinot, then it muſt be granted,

that the promiſes of the goſpel are conditional: far no one

will deny, that there are promiſes, which individuals may ap

propriate, as ſoon as they find evidence of ſuch a temper.--

When God promiſes to give his people a new heat, to write

his law in their heart, &c., he makes an abſolute promiſe of

producing holineſs in the hearts of ſome finners. But, this is

not a promiſe, which any one may thus appropriate to him

ſelf. And, it is believed, there is no promiſe, which any

one may thus appropriate, which is notºconditional. Chriſt

fays, Come unto me, all ye that clahor, andware heavy laden, and

4 will give you reſt. Here is a goſpel promiſe-lawill give

º:
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you rºt; but therein is alio a condition : ame unto mr. º:
my finner appropriate this promiſe, without preſumption. until

he finds evidence, that he has come unto d. Or can he

come to Chriſt, ſo as to ſecure the bleſfing without holy love?

Believe on the Lord jeſus Chrift and thou ſhalt beJaved .

again, is a goſpel promiſe: Thou ſhall be ſaved. But, is there

not, alſo a condition ? Believe on the Lord jeſus Chrift. And,

can any finner have evidence from this promiſe, that heº
be ſaved, until he has evidence, that he believes in Chriſt on

the contrary, muſt it not be evident, that neither theſe, nor any

fimilar promiſes, ſecure the ſalvation of one ſinner, unleſs he

complies with the terms, on which the promiſe is made In

deed, if the goſpel is to be preached to the noneled as well as

the eleēt, the promiſe of ſalvation muſt neceſſarily be condi

tional : for, in this caſe, it is made to ſome, who will never be

ſaved And, ſurely, then it muſt be conditional. For God

inakes no abſolute promiſes, which he will not fulfill

Gib. Here, fir, in pages 21 and 22 of your defence, we have

àwful quibbling with words, and about ſtating of the queſtion,

and having ſet aſide all that does not ſeem..". your purpoſe,

{. ſtate two queſtions, and allow me to take either of them.

have not the leaſt doubt, that either of them has a right fide,

which is left to me; as I hope to ſhew you have choſen the

wrong fide of theſe queſtions. I ſhall look at both your queſ.

tions. The firſt is, Whether there be any promiſe of pardon

and final ſalvation, to any individual ſinner, but upon condition

of his becoming reconciſed to God Anſwer, not that I remem.

ber to any one by name and ſirname ; but there is a promiſe

that ſuch finners ſhall be reconciled to God, by his Spirit and

race, which the finner believes andº upon, on the authori

y, and becauſe of the faithfulneſs o God, that cannot lie.

Heb. viii. 10. For this is the covenant that I will make with the

#.# Iſral after thoſe dayſ, ſaith the Lord, I will put my lows

into their mind, and write them on their hearts, and I will be to thern

a God, and theyJhall be to me a people. Compare this verſe with

the above promiſes quoted from Jeremiah's propheſy, and with

the following verſe of this chapter, and therºin you will ſee,

that the goſpel is a promiſe of life and ſalvation, unconditional

º: Here the children are promiſed one heart.— .

What is this, but “that right temper of heart” you ſpeak of,

or the new heart we look for 2 May not the children, when

they feel their hearts hard, ſtubborn and rebellious, and ſet in

them to do evil, and that continually, look to Chriſt for that new,

heart he has purchaſed and promiſed to give Surely, they

may, and believing him to be faithful, who has promiſed, they,

take comfort. It is alſo ſaid, # will put a new ſpirit within
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ou, and take away that hard andſtoney heart out of your , and

º: you a heart %fleſh.” º: #. up all, #. #be my

people and I will be their God. This, ſurely, includes all that

is good, both here and hereafter, unconditionally. This, ſir.

is the language of the new covenant, and of the goſpel. I will,

ſº. I am not able, after all that you have laboured to

ſhew the contrary, to believe that Iſa. i. 18. to the children of

God, is a conditional promiſe,but that it is abſolute to them, and

not conneéted with the preceding or following verſes, in the

ſenſe that you ſuppoſe. Although, I grant, that when it is

addreſſed to the Jews, as a nation, it is conditional, and the

condition ſuch as was in their power, and very reaſonable—

viz. That they as a nation, ſhould put away their idols and

ceremonial uncleanneſſes, and turn unto the Lord as a people,

confeſſing him and his ordinances externally. This was in

their power, without ſaving grace, to do, ſo as that God might

turn from his wrath’s furiouſneſs againſt them, as a nation,

and do them good. Even Jehu did this, and had the kingdom

ſecured in the hands of his family to the fourth generation :

and, I ſuppoſe, no one will ſay, that he was under the dominion

of ſaving grace. But to the children that were in the church,

at that time, and to believers, in after ages, in fimilar circum

ſtances, it was, and is one of the abſolute, great and precious

promiſes of which the apoſtle ſpeaks. This is a promiſe, which,

I am convinced, has comforted many a drooping and heavy la

den ſoul and ſinner, which it would be badly calculated to do,

if all the condition you ſpeak of, is required, in order to com

fort, ſo I can inform every heavy laden finner that is made duly

ſenſible of his ſtate, that here is a promiſe to him, and to ſuch,

as him. Come, now; let us reaſon together, ſaith the Lord, Though,

yourſinº be a ſcarlet, they ſhall be as white as ſnow ; though they

be red like crimſon, they ſhall be as the wool. Agreeable to this ſee

chap. xliii. 25. I, even I am he that blotteth out thy tranſgreſſions,

for mine own ſake, and will not remember thy ſins. What is the

condition here,they had not called upon God; but had been wea

ry of him, and his ſervice ; they had been guilty of multipliedo

miſſions; and moſt aggravated commiſfions of a heinous nature,

and when one would think that he would immediately pour out'

on them his wrath and fury, or denounce the moſt awful judg

ments upon them : then he uſhers in this great and precious

gº I, even I, am he that blotteth out thy tranſgreſſions, &c.

ee 22–25 ver. By your apparently plauſible explanations of

this and ſimilar portions of ſcripture, you may bewilder the ig

morant; but, no experienced Chriſtian will give way to ſuch

arguments: for, in fact were the promiſes conditional, as you

ſay, they could give little comfort to children, as they would

–-ºº-----—— ---------------
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always have their doubts and fears about having fulfilled the

conditions aright, not finding that uprightneſs in heart and

ſoul required... I believe all the promiſes may be reduced to ab-,

ſolute to the elečt, however apparently conditional they may

feem... if, fir, you had looked forward to Iſa. i. 25. you might.

have found an abſolute promiſe. ...And I will turn my hand upon

thee, and purely purge away thy droſ, and take away all thy tin,

ompare 26, 27. verſes. Indeed, fir, the ſcriptures are ſo .

fraught with abſolute and unconditional promiſes, that I can

fearcely find a chapter in the bible without them. Pſal. cx. 3, .

A willing people in a day of power ſhall come unto thee. I cannot .

fee the reaſon why you oppoſe my opinion of the promiſes af.

ter the conceſſion you have made : for you grant that “God .

hath abſolutely promiſed to renew and ſanāify the hearts of

ſome finners.” Who are theſe ſome 2 They are neither more

nor leſs than the eleēt. Or, are they not all them The queſ

tion after what you have granted, ſhould have been.—Are there,

not both abſolute and conditional promiſes.” Or, are there any

promiſes, either abſolute or conditional, of life and ſalvation

to the non elečt Or, can a child of God feed upon an abſo-.

lute promiſe, or take comfort from it? As to the firſt of theſe

queſtions I have anſwered it a little above on Iſa. i. 18. As

to the ſecond, I am fully of opinion there is not a promiſe of

iife and ſalvation, on any terms, to the non-eleół as ſuch, nor

one word of good news can be brought to them from the

goſpel, as ſuch. No glad tidings for them there. The curſes

of a broken law is only their due, as non-elect perſons. Gal.

iii. Io. As to the third queſtion.—Did not Abraham the fath

er of the faithful feed upon an abſolute promiſe And may

not his children do the ſame God ſaid to him, without any

condition,--I will be your God, and the God of your ſeed. And,

Abraham believed Godand it was accounted to him for righteouſneft.

Do you think, fir, that none of the children can take comfort

from this promiſe Nay, they all feed upon ſuch abſolute

promiſes. Let us, now, look a little back, and ſee how the

children have been led forward, and we will find them feeding

upon abſolute promiſes. Was the goſpel preached by God to

Adam and Eve in Paradiſe, or what was it? He ſhall bruiſe thy

head, and thou ſhalt bruiſe his heel. This is granted to be a prom-,

iſe of a Saviour, and ſalvation in him, to Adam and a certain

number of his poſterity, even before he begins to paſs ſentence.

upon the man and the woman, and in order to keep their eye

fixed upon the promiſe, and teach them what it meant, he ,

ſeems evidently, to have inſtituted ſacrifice, at that time, and

clothed them with the ſkins of the ſacrificed animals. This

promiſe was fed upon by the church all along, and ſince that
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time, they ſtill offered up ſacrifices as t of Chriſt, till

i.;. crucified .. the daily}.}.º:º: -

The he, that was to bruiſe the ſerpent's head, was the Shiloah.

that was to come, the virgin's ſon, ſpoken of by Iſaiah, and aſt,

thé Prophets. is has always been the food of the church,

and it is with great propriety believed that our primeval parents.

obtained life by this abſolute promiſe. . . .

“Look to Gen. xii. and ſee what is the condition there; and . .

certainly there is a promiſe of life and ſalvation to Abraham,

and his ſpiritual feed—ver, 3. And I will bleſ; them that ºff.

thee, and curſe him that curſih thee; and in thee ſhall all fam

ilies of the earth #e bl/?d. How can ſome of all families of .

the earth be bleſſed in him but by the Saviour deſcending from . .
him, according to". and by their, like him, hoping a

gainſt hope, in the fulfilment of this abſolute, great and pre-, ;

cious promiſe. Did not Abraham believe this promiſe And

can any thing be mºre abſolute 2 This promiſe is renewed in ,

the 17th chap. and Circumciſion, the ſeal of Göd's cove- .

nant, given unto him; by which he is taken into a covenant

of duties: ſtill there is no word of a condition. Afterwards ...

we find the ſameº promiſe renewed to Iſaac

and to Jacob with an oath ; wherein the Apoſtle to the #: -

brews tells us, that it waſ confirmed by two immutable thingſ

wherein it is impºſſible fºr God to lie. Noah, a preacher of

righteouſneſs, no doubt the righteouſneſs of the Meſfiah, had

this ſame covenant of promiſe made to himſelf and his ſeed. .

In Gen. xliii. 10. The promiſe is ſtill made more plain. Mo

ſes and all the prophets have been handing down abſolute

promiſes of this Saviour, and great ſalvation, until he came

in the fulneſs of time ; and if you carefully look over the 1ſt

2nd 2d chapters of Luke's Goſpel, you will find, that the

fúñts, of that day, took this Saviour as an abſolute fulfilment

of the abſolute probnife, and were comforted. Zacherias and

his wife Elizabeth, Mary the mother of our Lord, Simeon the

prophet, and Anna the propheteſs, theſe all rejoice in the ful

filment of that abſolute promiſe. I can go a little further than .

you, and with a Thus faith the Lord, that God neither

makes vain promiſes nor threatenings, to hold out to men,

they will every one be fulfilled in due time. “No one good word.

or promiſe that ever he hath made whether apparently abſolute

or conditional but will abſolutely be fulfilled, if they are not

already. So it is of all the threatenings, they are not held

out as bug bears to children." Ha. xxxiv, 16. Seek ye out of

the book of the Lord, and read, no one of theſe ſhall fail, none

ſhall want its mate ; for my mouth it hath commanded, and

his ſpirit, it hath gathered them. So it may be ſaid both pf

--- * *-* ~ *------ ---
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promiſes and of threatenings, that they are all abſolute and,

none made but to be fulfilled. Thus, whether the promiſes

appear abſolute or conditional, they will all be fulfilled, in

due time, to the glory of his grâce. To ſay otherwiſe, would
be levelling theé. with the creature, which your ſyſtem - |

would aſſuredly do, exhibiting him as making promiſes

which he never ment to fulfil. According to your poſition,

if I find one abſolute promiſe that a ſinner can take comfort

from, you loſe your fide; out of hundreds that might be men- " . ,

tioned, f ſhall remind you of Iſaiah xliii. 25.1, even I, am he -

that blotteth out your iniquities, for my ownÅº will not re

member your ſins. There is no condition here but that they

have iniquities and fins. See alſo Pſalm xxxii. 8. I will inſtruct

thee, and teach thee, in the way that thou ſhalt go ; I will

guide thee with mine eye. Pſa. xxv. 3. Good and upright is

the Lord; therefore will he teach ſinners in the way. It has

been known, that the ſaints of God have fed upon theſe prom

iſes, and yet they are not conditional. Your mode appears to

me adopted to turn the covenant of grace into a covenant of

works —Yet, fir, though we teach, that God is faithful and

will accompliſh all his promiſes, we can alſo comfort believ

ers, without fear of being contradićted, and let them know,

that he that believeth will aſſuredly be ſaved, while he that

dieth in unbelief will aſſuredly be damned—t ough all the

promiſes may be without doubt reduced to abſolute. Nºne ºf
the children}} ſack knowledge, all ſhall be taught{ God—yet,

fir, we may not ſay that faith is the condition of the covenant,
but thefº 25 righteouſneſs of the Lord jeſus Chrift. God has - º

declared, that he is a reconciled God, and reconciling the world un-, - -

to himſelf, by Chriſt ; and, will he fail to do his own work, . .

renovate and ſančify Chriſt's ſheep How, fir, do ſinners. -

come to have a tight to any promiſe Is it not becauſe they - - -

are made to men and finners? They are firſt made to our

repreſentative Chriſt, who hath fulfilled all the condition of

the covenant for us, and then to them that he repreſented,

who were men and finners. In him, they are all yea and a

men, to the glory of God. Yes, ſir, there is not a promiſe but

a child may feed upon, if ſuited to his ſtate and condition ;

there is not a promiſe he may not appropriate, upon the foot

ing of the faithfulneſs of the promiſer, when his caſe requires w

it. Behold your reaſoning, you take a call for a promiſe.—

True, he ſays, Come unto me all ye that are heavy laden, and I will

give you rºſé. Here he gives them an encouraging call, and

invitation, but we find this turned into an abſolute promiſe,

that he will bring them. A willing people in thy day of power

ſhall come unto thee-Pſalm cz. 3. All that the Father giveth

* w
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me ſhall come unto me, &c. . From your reading come as a con: .

dition to their getting reſt, I ſhould conclude, that you thought.

that their coming was the cauſe of their etting reſt. But their

is no merit in coming, therefore, this is not the cauſe of their ,

reſt. This is only to ſhew that he means them to come for

their own good : and that they ſhould be willing to be ſaved to .

glorify him, not to be damned for that end ; this he does not

require, this would be inconſiſtent with the care we ſhould

have for our own fouls, which Chriſt enjoins. Your next is,

believe in the Lord jeſus Chrift, and thou ſhaft be ſaved. This,

fir, you make a promiſe with a condition, but, ſpreſume, you.
are incorrect in your ſentiment here. This is no promiſeat

all, but a declaration of a faët. It informs us who will be

ſaved, viz. believer, alone. You might as well, read John iii.

16. as a promiſe, which is only a declaration of fa&s.—God ſº

Joved the world, that he gave hiſ onl begotten Son, that whoſ

ever believeth in him, ſhould not periſh, but have everlaſting life."

This is agreed to be no promiſe, but a declaration of what

God hath,'done, and for what end he did it. Divines have

diſputed whether this portion, cited by you, belonged to the

law or the goſpel. If it is taken as a command, Believe on.

the Lord jeſuſ Chrift, &c. then it belongs to the Law ; but

it as a declaration of what God will do, by his Son, then it

belongs to the §:good news. I cannot ſee that there is

any promiſe of life and ſalvation to the noneleči, in the goſpel ;

if they will enter into life, Chriſt leads them to the law or

covenant of workſ. . . .

In the 24 and 25 pages of your defence, you have ſtrange

doćtrine ! The goſpel, according to my idea of it, never carri

edglad tidings, or gook news, to all people in the ſenſe you ſeem

to infinuate. See Gurnal's chriſtian armor on the word goſpel.

Many millions never heard it, and how could it bring good news.

to them, or bring, to them, life and immortality to light 2 And ,

of ſome that heard it, it was ſaid, it was better for that man that

had never been born. The truth is that as to their ſpiritual ſtate

they are nothing bettered by it. It ſounds in their ears, viz.

the law, Curſed is every one that continueth not in all things writ

ten in the book of the law to do them. Gal. iii. 10. Can you in

form the nonelect, as ſuch, that they may be ſaved if they

pleaſe ? And who would wiſh to be damned Not one, but

all wiſh to be ſaved. I am ſorry to find you in the Arminian

camp; for an Arminian can agree with all you ſay about the

promiſes.’ “ - -

IN page 25th, you ſeem to triumph as if you had gained the

field, becauſe I admit, that for wiſe ends, and to put the chil

dren upon examination, the promiſes put on the appearance
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6f conditionality... You add, “by attempting to prove this do

you not counterað what you ſuppoſe to be the deſign of this

appearance"? How Sir, you ſhould have ſhewn how I do ſo:

for I do not yet fee it. It is eaſy to aſk, does not a perſon

counterað or contradić himſelf, or his doºrine 3, but it is of.

ten not ſo eaſy to ſhew that he does ſo. If I did ſo, it became

you to ſhew it, and not leave a matter of ſuch importance to

men tº find out how, for it may be they may not find it out

ſo eaſy as you have done. Upon this, I might leave the ſub

jećt till you ſhould ſhew how I ſhould counteračt in proving,

or attempting to prove. You ſay, no doubt, now I will be eſ

teemed charitable, for I had it in my power to ſhew him in a

ridiculous point to view, but I did not. How tender you are

But, fir, it cannot be done on this point yet, and, ſtill I main

tain the ſame. The chief reaſon, why the children, I ſuppoſe,

are comforted by the promiſes, is, that they may all be reduced

to abſolute, and unconditional ; yet, they rejoice to ſee the

goſpel charaćterifing the children of God. | is ſaid, Bleſſed

are the poor in ſpirit for theirs if the kingdom of heaven. Bleſſed

are they that mourn for they ſhall be comforted. Now, though

theſe are often taken for promiſes; yet, they are rather declar

ations, made to comfort the children in times of trouble: or a

charaćteriſing of them. Here the examination will run thus.

Am I ſpiritually poor, or do I ſee myſelf to be ſo Am I one

of the mourners of Zion, that ſhall be comforted? Am I mourn

ing for the afflićtions of his Jeſeph : Am I meak, lowly, and

feif denied ? Am I hungering and thirſting after righteouſneſs,

that I may be filled, or do I fee my own righteouſneſ to be but as

filthy ragi º Do I ſee any need of being clothed upon with the

ſaw magnifying righteouſneſ of the divine jeſuſ ”. Am I longing

for purity and uprightneſs of heart Am I for peace, and the

peace maker? Then upon finding ſuch charaćters in one's ſelf,

he can read theſe declarations of the God of mercy, concern

ing ſuch charaćters, and not be afraid, but perſevere to the end

ſtedfaſt in the faith, as he has promiſed that none ſuch ſhall fi

nally periſh, nor be overcome : for I would not be ſuch, except

the Lord by his Spirit and grace had been at work in my ſoul.

Surely ſuch a mode will give as much comfort, as if he had

looked upon all theſe to be conditional promiſes: to look at all,

a declaration of God's mird and will, to people of ſuch and ſuch

sharaćters. I do not yet, fir, ſee any contradićtion in declar

ing that there is ſalvation offered to men and finners, of Adam's

family, wherever we go, and that he died for the elečt only, al

though they are but a part of the world. Many are called, but

few are choſen, ſays Chriſt; and yet theſe choſen met will aſſur
edly be made willing in a day ofpower. T.heelečiion bath obtain

1,
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ances, there is then room for retaliation ; but

ºdit, and the rift were blinded. So, as the tares and the wheat

are growing together in the world, and I believe will do ſo while

men are in it ; it is bur incumbent duty to make a declaration

of God's mind and will concerning the way of ſalvation, wheth

er men will hear or forbear, as we know not the one from the

other. Yet, Chriſt's ſheep will hear, and obey; but the other,

the goats, will rejećt to their ſhame and diſgrace. There is,

fir, a mighty fuſs made, by you, on account of my uſing a home

ly phraze about fin, which has been very frequently uſed by

Scotch divines, never that I know of, cavilled at before 1 True,

I ſaid men muſt come to Chriſt weary and heavy laden, with

all their fins upon their back t Admiration, what an unhallowed

expreſſion | Iſ Did you not, ſir, know what was meant # If

you did, why pun upon a word ſo much P Did you never uſe

an improper word to convey your idea No, it would be trea

ſon to ſay you did ; yet, I have heard ſome punning upon ſome

expreſſions, as more improper than this, in both}. perform

diſdain ſuch

paltry ſhifts. Does not every awakened finner feel fin to be a

#. load 2 Chriſt ſpeaks of it as ſuch, Math. xi. 25, &c. , Al- .

low it to be ſo, and where do men generally bear a heavy bur

then, while in the body, is it not on their back And what can

be the evil to uſe a ſimilitude taken from ſuch things No, ſay

you, it is ſeated in the heart 1

'Sir, when ačting the critic, you ſhould have ſpoken like a

philoſopher; for it is as philoſophically falſe, that it is feated

in the heart, in the litteral ſenſe of the word, as to ſay, that

it is placed upon the back. It's ſeat, I preſume, is the whole

foul and body, per totum ; But after ſome punning you come.

to know what I meant. What good genius fed you out of the

difficulty When you have found it out you endeavour to

make it appear ridiculous, and you are bold enough to aſſert

it to be an unſcriptural ſentiment, and ſay that the “ſcrip

tures, it is believed, are not guilty of ſuch abſurdity.” There

is nothing abſurd in the ſcriptures, I acknowledge; yet, fir,

I ſuppoſe they teach all that I intended, viz. That we were

to come weary and heavy laden, with a burden of finito

Chriſt, who ſays, Come unto me, all ye that are weary and

heavy faden, and I will give you reſt. It is not ſaid, Caſt away

your load of fin and guilt, original and ačual, and I will give

you reſt from your heavy burthen, you having diſpoſed of it

yourſelf. You, fir, and the Arminian, ſeem to ſpeak the

ſame ſentiment. He ſays, Loath fin, and leave ſin and come

unto Chriſt, and he will give you reſt. You ſay, make you 3.

new heart, waſh you, make you clean, and come to Chriſt and .

he will cleanſe you, after you have done it yourſelf How,
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fir, was the prieſt to do with the fins of the people under the

law, was he to leave them all before he came to the altar and

ſacrifice f or, was he to bring and confeſs them over the ſacri

fice and ſcape goat? I believe, he was to bring, and confeſs

them all over it. You ſpeak as if we would be for bringing

men to Chriſt without grace. This is not true, fir, for Chriſt

ſays, None can come unto me except the Father which hath ſent me

draw him. Solomon ſays, My ſon, give me thy heart. He does

not ſay, make a new heart and I will take it; but give it ſuch

as it is, and you ſhall have a new one, ſays God. Jer. 31.

Heb. 8, Compare Math, xi. 25. I think I never ſaw Arminian

iſm more clearly taught than in the 27th page of your defence.

But the doćtrine of the Bible I take to be this, Come to him poor

and miſèrable, wretched, and blind and naked, as you all are by

mature, loſt and undone finners, coff into the open field to the

Joathing of their own perſon: ; like the prodigal ſon, naked, or in

rags, nay, juſt as we are It is ſuch that Chriſt counſels to

come and buy of him fine gold, that they may be rich, white raiment

that they may be clothed, that the ſhame of their nakedneſ; may not

appear, and eye ſalve, that they may ſee. Rev. iii. 18. This is the

way we are to come, however ridiculous we may appear in your

eyes. We are convinced of our need, and that he is a ſuitable

Saviour, ſo we are brought to Chriſt for all. He is alland in all,

to believers. True, men are bid to repent and be converted ;

but does this belorg to the law, or to the goſpel ? Or, being

called to believe ...i repent, that our fins may be blotted out :

is this any more than a declaration of the benefits of theſe to

, whom the grace of repentance and faith are given, that their,

fins ſhall be blotted out It is alſo ſaid, Waſh you, make ye clean,

put away the evil of your doings, and ſuch like expreſſions. Yet,

it is generally, by all but Arminians agreed, that this belongs.

to the law, and not to the goſpel. Or, that it is only a motive

to induce the children to go on and perſevere in ſanétification

work. Yes, fir, it is ſaid caſt away from you all your trangreſ-,

fions. But, where ſhall we caſt them 2 Are we not like the,

prieſt of old, to caſt them upon Chriſt the antitypical ſcape.

goat By confeſſing them over the head of him that came to

bear them all away from us into the land of forgetfulneſs. It

is alſo ſaid, Make you a new heart, and a new ſpirit ś is not this,'

in goſpel language, to look to him for that new heart and one

ſpirit which he promiſed to give freely without money and

without price & You ſay, it is not to come with ſuch a heart, and

ſuch a ſpirit as ye now have ; but make ye a new heart and new

ſpirit. Here it muſt be granted, either that it is in the power

of the creature to make this new heart &c. or, then the condi

tion of your goſpel is unreaſonable : for you cannot do what :
- G -
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is required, and he will not, and then damnation is the conſe

quence. If this doćtrine. of yours, is not Arminianiſm I nev

er ſaw it. I look upon all ſuch expreſſions as theſe, culled out

by you, to belong to the law, and not to the goſpel: and, I

fear, ifyou ſtay away from Chriſt till you make you a new heart,

and do all theſe things, you will never come to him. As you

look upon our made of coming to Chriſt ridiculous, I will ſhew

ou the way Calviniſts think of, in the anſwer of that queſtion.

in the ſhorter Catechiſm. What is effečtual calling, Anſwer.

Effectual calling is the work of God's ſpirit, convincing us of

our fin and miſery, enlightening our mind; in the knowledge of

Chriſt, renewing our will; he doth perſuade, and enable us to

embrace Jeſus Chriſt, freely offered to us in the Goſpel. If

you are agreed with this opinion we need not contend ; if not

we cannot agree. Therefore, from the whole reaſoning you

have in this chapter, I conclude that you leave a great part of

the work of man's ſalvation in the power of the creature, and

ſo leave him ſome room to boaſt; or then you reflect upon the

juſtice of God : or, laſtly, that Chriſt has a ſmall part in the

ſalvation of man. Yet he is the author and finiſher of our faith—.

All and in all, unto believers. I ſhould cheerfully ſpend a lit

tle time on theſe three things, but leſt the work ſhould be pro

lix I defiſt at preſent. - -

* A ſhort Converſation on the Fourth Chapter.

Wor. There is, yet, another important queſtion which

ſhould be confidered duly, on which you ſeem to take the

wrong ſide, and thereby caſt refle&tion on the perfeótions o

God and plan of ſalvation, as if it were partial and defe&tive.

The queſtion is, whether there be any difficulty in the way.

of the finner's ſalvation, but what is found in his own heart

Had there no atonement been made, then there had been an

inſuperable difficulty in the way of the finner's ſalvation on

God's part—but it hath been ſhewn thatthis difficulty is entirely .

removed, Atonement has been made for all and every indi

vidual of Adam's family equally—hence I conclude it is man's

own fault if he is not ſaved.

Gib. That I have often taken the wrong ſide of a queſtion,

and been ſorry for it afterwards, may juſtly be confeſſed ; but

that I have done ſo in the preſent caſe I am not yet convinced ;

and, if it can be ſhewn that the fide which I have taken would

caſt the ſmalleſt refle&tion upon the glorious perfeółions ºf God,

or the plan of ſalvation deviſed by him, I would reuounce it
at once, being certain it was wrong y. but I cannot believe”

that the former is the caſe, or that the latter has been done,

ſo I have not yet changed my fide. You, fir, grant that there

a
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is an inſuperable difficulty in the way if a compleat atonement."

has not been made for all, on God’s part—You take it for

ranted that you have proven, that this difficulty is removed ;

º this, fir, is but a petitir principii, for although you think

that you have proven this, I & many others think the contrary.

That there is a compleat atonement made, is not diſputed ; but

that it is not for all and every individual, only for the elect,

I fully believe and have endeavoured to prove from ſcripture,

reaſon, the opinions of able divines, and from fačir. Now,

from what you have conceded yourſelf, there is an inſuperable

difficulty on the part of God in the way of all thoſe for whom

the atonement hath not been made. I have ſhewn that it was

made for the ſheep only, not for the goats. I then conclude

my ſide to be right. Is it not fair to draw this concluſion

ſince it has often been proven before either you or I were on

the field, that Chriſt has laid down his life for a part only,

and not the whole of the human family. This was the will

of God and deſign of Chriſt, that he ſhould live, ſuffer and

die for the ſheep only, and not for the goats; theſe latter were

never deſigned to be ſaved, and to come to the knowledge of the

truth. The elečion hath obtained it and the reſt were blinded.

Be will have mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he

will he hardeneth.-Rom. 9th–He is ſaid to have power over

the clay of the ſame lump to make one veſſel to honor, and another

to diſhonor. That there is difficulty enough within every man

to keep him back from this duty is granted ; but were God

diſpoſed to remove this it would be removed. Yet, I cannot

#. that this is the only difficulty, there is ſtill more–So

cannot agree with that expreſſion, “if any man be not ſaved

it is his own fault.” Was it his fault that an atoning ſacrifice

was not offered for him 2 that the goſpel was never preached

to him, as has been the caſe with many, and ſo he, or they,

could not believe. Try how your rule would work the other

way— if any man be ſaved it is his own merit ! If you, fir,

ſtartle at this ſentiment, you muſt change your mode of ex

preſſion, for men will conclude in this manner and take glo

ry to themſelves. -

Wor. You have ſaid “there is not one word of the whole

ſentence true,” and you have ſuppoſed ſome difficulties ſtan

ding in the way which I inall ſhew not to be ſtanding in the

way. Such as firſt, the want of a ſaving faith ; and this is

no difficulty, in reality, but what is in ourſelves ; we have all

evil hearts of unbelief, and this is all that ſtands in the way.

And you make no diſtinétion between moral and natural ina

bility: you ſay all Adam's poſterity being dead in treſpaſſes,

and fins, are no more capable to do any thing to procure their

w
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bwn ſalvation, than a man really dead is capable to walk; and;

this inability, in regard to faith, you ſuppoſe entirely excuſes.

Yet, in other caſes ſimilar, you will not excuſe them becauſe

they loſt their ability in Adam. There can be no compar

iſon between men morally dead, and thoſe that are naturally,

dead.—And, beſides, I ſuppoſe that man loſt this ability to be

lieve in Chriſt as a Saviour, for himſelf, as much by Adam,

as any other thing ! So it is their own evil hearts which pre

vents their believing, and nothing elſe. - **

Gib. Having with as much candor as poſſible attended to

the contents of this fourth chapter of your defence, I cannot,

fee that ſound and ſolid reaſoning, which might be expected,

from a man in your ſtation—it is, much more plauſible than,

ſubſtantial ; yet I do not think myſelf warranted to overlook,

it altogether. I ſtill think that ſentence, from the concluſions,

which would be drawn therefrom unwarrantable. I wiſh you,

had removed entirely theſe difficulties, which I ſuppoſed to be

ſtanding in the way, as you propoſed, to my ſatisfaction, for I,

ſtill profeſs to be in queſt of truth, I had come over to your,

fide and acknowledged my error ; but as this is not done, I

am bound to defend my ſentiment. The whole amount of

ypur reaſoning will turn upon, this queſtion – Whether Adam

as our repreſentative, in the covenant of works, had and loſt,

for his poſterity a ſaving faith, or in other words, the faith of

God's eleēt 2. The poſitive of this, by your reaſoning, you ſeem.

to hold : as for me, I hold the negative, in oppoſition both

to you and a neighbouring Clergyman, from whom better

things might have been expected. The plauſibility of your.

arguments I acknowledge, and that you hav., ſet your ſide of

the argument in as clear a point to view as it will bear ; yet

notwithſtanding all this you do not reach convićtion. That

Adam neither had, nor loſt, a ſaving faith, for us, I believe.;

nor, indeed, had he any need for it in the ſtation in which he,

ſtood in that covenant. It is readily granted, that Adam be-,

ing made perfeót, and having a perfeół law, given him to obey,

was bound to believe whatever God had revealed to him, or,

would reveal to him in that ſtate; alſo, that he was capable of

believing every ſuch revelation as God ſhould ſee fit to reveal

to him, either for his own or his poſterity's happineſs by the

covenant of works, for this covenant required a divine, ration

al faith 3 but it was both inconſiſtent with his ſtation, at that

time, under that covenant, and alſo unneceſſary that ſuch a

revelation ſhould be made until the covenant of works was

broken, and man loſt thereby, Hence it would be abſurd to

fay, that Adam had and loſt a ſaving faith for us, which has

the Lord Jeſus Chriſt for it's objećt, in all his offices. This
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was kept a ſecret in the divine mind till after the fall—Yet,

in my opinion, he had all that you think neceſſary to ſalvation,

if all that is neceſſary is to believe Chriſt, as you ſeem to in

finuate; for you can ſee no difference between believing.

Chriſt and believing in Chriſt. Is there no difference between

believing the Apoſtles, and believing in the Apoſtles 2 Upon

this footing with the Mother of Harlots, we would have me

diators innumerable... I grant it is man's fault, that he is in

need of ſalvation, and it might with much-more propriety be

ſaid, that all that are damned, are condemned for their own

faults, viz. for their fin original and ačtual ; but the reverſe.

will not hold, that they are ſaved for their own righteouſneſs

or good deeds. What did the eleēt do to recommend them

to God before they were choſen, more than others * Nothing.

I grant that Adam could have believed whomſoever God would

ſend ; ſo that men will be juſtly damned for unbelief. The

amount of the wholeº be this ; are any able to comply

with theſe reaſonable terms you ſpeak of, without divine ſu

pernatural grace 2 Qr, are all as you grant, morally dead in,

treſpaſſes and fins : Then this being the caſe, what good thing

can they do that will be acceptable to God, or to recommend

them to him 2 Can they ariſe from the dead that Chriſt may

give them life 2 Or, has not God abſolutely promiſed to raiſe

them up out of their graves, for his own name's ſake 2 Ezek.,

37. Indeed, it may be reaſoned, does not God require of us,

faith in Jeſus Chriſt, repentance unto life, &c. in order of eſ

caping his wrath and curſe, &c. And how could he require

this if Adam had it not and loſt it not for us 2 Granted,

without theſe none will ever be ſaved ; but does he not alſo

require a new heart and a new ſpirit, and had the firſt Adam

the Spirit of Chrift, and this new heart, and loſt them for us !!

Yes, fir, he requires all theſe, but he hath alſo uncondition

ally promiſed them. By grace are ye ſaved through faith, and

that not of yourſelves, it is the gift of God. See Zach. xii.

19. In that day I will pour out upon the houſe of judah and

jeruſalem a ſpirit of grace and ſupplication ; and they ſhall look

upon me whom they have pierced, and mourn for him, &c.

You ſay, fir, “that I make no diſtinčion between a moral

and watural ability or inability, between the want of a diſpoſi

tion and the want of an opportunity, to do what is required.” "

Your reaſon for this concluſion is becauſe I have ſaid that man

being now, by nature, morally dead, is no more capable to do

any thing morally good or acceptable in the fight of God, than

a dead man is to ariſe and walk, of himſelf. And, yet, you

confeſs that man is morally dead in treſpaſſes and fins ! That

there is a real differenee between moral and natural ability is
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not diſputed; but may there be no fimilitude drawn between

the one & the other becauſe they are not fimilar in all things

On this footing you would deſtroy all parables, or fimilitudes:

for none of them are ſimilar in all things. . If they were, then

they would identify and become the ſame thing, and ceaſe to

be a fimilitude. . In the ſenſe ſuppoſed, there is a fimilarity.—

The one can perform no phyſical ačtion, and the other can per.

form no action morally good or acceptable : and this is all that

was intended : that man in a natural ſtate can do nothing

to procure his own ſalvation. This ſentiment you have grant

ed often, and it is wonderful you ſhould here contend. We

are told, of ourſelves we can do nothing—We are not capable

even to think a good thought of ourſelves, -much leſs than to do a

good work: for, it is God that worketh in us both to will and to

do of his own good pleaſure. Although every regenerate man,

with grace in exerciſe, has no difficulty in receiving this ſenti

ment; yet, you card and turn it over and over, in order to:

ſhew it's abſurdity, until you bewilder yourſelf, and ſpeak in

conſiſtently: falling to your former trade of uſing ſimilitudes,

which would level the Creator to an equality with the creature.

A poor work for a teacher in Iſrael ! You ſuppoſe, “that the

law does ačtually require a man to walk, at ſome times,--but

ſhould he murder himſelf, does the law require he ſhould

walk” I anſwer, it does, ſir, and were it poſſible that men

could find him, they would either make him walk, or puniſh.

him for nct walking. So until you can find that man has the

diſpoſal of his own life, and may live ar die as he liſts, you muſt

grant this, hence, the laws of every civilized nation ſhew con

tempt to the ſelf-murderer, and will either not ſuffer him a .

burial, or, then not ſuffer it among Chriſtians. Now if men

follow with puniſhment ſo far as they can follow the perſon

guilty of ſuicide, when will the race of Adam be out of God's

reach, that have deſtroyed themſelves, that he may not demand

obedience from them, or puniſh for diſobedience 2 But, behold

your concluſion, p. 31. “Juſt ſo if men were under an inabili

ty of the ſame nature with reſpečt to any, or all ačts of obedi

ence, they could no longer be required”; Strange doćtrine !

Does any man in the exerciſe of his ſober ſenſes believe this 2

Do you believe it yourſelf Look at the tendency and effe&

which this doćtine would have, if believed, both on the civil

and religious world. Suppoſe your lawful ſervant entruſted

with your property ſhould ſquander it away on harlots and ri

otous living, and that by ſuch condućt, he had diſabled him

ſelf to make reſtitution, have you no right to demand it, or

have him puniſhed for his wicked condu& 2 Surely the law

will ſecure you this right. Now until men are gone where
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God cannot find them out, he has ſtill a full fight to demand

a compleat and perfeół obedience to all the Morak Law. You,

fir, teach men a ſhort way of getting rid of obligation both to

God and man: let them only diſable themſelves for doing du:
ty, and none can be required This was an early do&trine of

the Arminian ſchools, you have not, even, the honour of the

invention. Your whoſe reaſoning on this article is only ſoph

iſtry, and ſetting up a few blinds to keep men from ſtartling

at your novel doarine, and to make them deſpiſe a Deity ſuch

as you repreſent to them; that had decreed and choſen a num

ber of the human family only to ſalvation, and a way to bring

that guilty, choſen company to Chriſt, whom he ſent to work

equally for all, or to ſuffer and die for all equally; but

yet he will not draw them all equally to Chriſt to be

partakers of the benefits of his purchaſe, nor give his ſpirit or
grace to them; nor even ever let many of them know that

there was ſuch a Saviour, and yet will damn them eternally be

eauſe they did not believe in this Saviour of whom they had

never heard. Will the heathen parts of the world, that have

never heard of this Saviour be damned for not believing in this

Saviour I believe not. To be a little more conſiſtent, you

may deny the doćtrine of eleētion altogether and put all on an

equal footing every way. Or, can you ſay that it is in the

pówer of any but the elećt to be ſaved Have you not told us

often that none elſe can be ſaved You will have to take an

other draught at the Arminian fountain and then you can ſay

that they are choſen becauſe of foreſeen faith and good works.

Until you either do this, or come over to the Calviniſt ſide,

you will be inconſiſtent with yourſelf and hold up a ſyſtem of

mockery to the greater part of mankind. Your ſuppoſition

that Adam loſt a ſaving faith for himſelf and us is ridiculous.

God will be juſt and the juſtifier ofhim that believeth in Jeſus;

juſt, and yet the condemner of the wicked, without acknowl

edging that Adam loſt for us power to receive Chriſt in all his

offices, as our own Saviour. We all know that if God had

willed the ſalvation of the nonelect, choſen them to it and giv

en them a ſaving faith, they would have been ſaved, as well

as others, and whether it may be determined that the want of

all this lays any difficulty in the way of them that are not ſav

ed, extra ſe, let wifer men determine, and better caſuiſts; for

I never defire to ſay, with ſome, that God is the author of ſin.

- To cloſe up what I have to ſay on this chapter, you ſeem to miſ.

apprehend the plan of both the covenants. I ſhall then give

you my opinion of them both. God ſet up Adam, at firſt, as

the repreſentative of all his poſterity, and gave him ſufficient

pêwer to fulfil all the condition of the covenant of works, and
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if he ſtood and fulfilled the whole condition, which was perſon

al, perfect and unremitting obedience, then all his poſterity

would have been confirmed in happineſs, and put out of the

reach of falling from that bleſſed ſtate, they would have been, al

ſo, in due time, tranſlated to everlaſting bleſſedneſs, in heaven;

&c. But, upon his failure, he and all his poſterity were to be

baniſhed Paradiſe, and from the gracious preſence of God, and

never have it in their power to obtain happineſs by that cove

nant but be liable to death natural, ſpiritual and eternals

but that after this plan ſhould be ſhut up, or way to heaven

cloſed : God, from all everlaſting, had laid a plan of ſaving a

part of the fallen family, choſen in Chriſt before, the founda

tion of the world, by ſending his own Son, in our nature, to

repreſent the elečt only, to take up that covenant where Adams

laid it down, that he might both give that full and compleato

bedience which Adam ſhould have given, and ſatisfy juſtice for

the offence committed, by ſuffering what was, at leaſt, equiv

alent in value, to their ſuffering through eternity, and thus,

ſatisfy divine juſtice for them all : alſo, God had determined:

to ſend his ſpirit to put us in poſſeſſion of the purchaſed re

$º. ſanétify and make us happy in the full enjoyment of

od to all eternity, - . . . ;

As ſoon as this plan was propoſed to the Son of God, he,

heartily approves of it and ſays, Lo! I come to do thy will, O.

God, which was to deſtroy ſin, the work of the Devil, by taking,

it out of the way, or by bearing the guilt of the fins of them,

that were given to him, called his eleå, his ſheep, his Church,

his body, &c. In conſequence of which it is ſaid, The Lord frº

well pleaſed for his righteouſneſ; ſake : for he hath magnified the

law, and made it honorable. The Father declares, that in this

his only begotten Son, he is well pleaſed. The apoſtle de

clares him, on this account, to be a reconciled God, &c. On ,

this account, God can be truly ſaid to ſearch for fin, and none

is to be found among the elect. It is well known that the

prieſts, under the law, prayed for all thoſe for whom they of.

fered ſacrifice, and they were types of Chriſt; we alſo know,

that he prayed for the elect only. John xvii. This clearly ,

thews us, that the defign of the whole plan was, that the elec

tion ſhould obtain it, and the reſt he given up to the hardneſs of .

their own hearts, to walk in their own ways. * *

I HERE remark that had it been the will of God that his ſ

Son ſhould have come into the world, and ſuffered, and died,."

for all men equally, one of, two things muſt infallibly be the

caſe-viz. Either, that there would have been no certainty of .

the ſalvation of any, and all would have been ſuſpended upon :

the fleeting, will of the creature, the imperfä creature, and

*

* ,
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*Chriſt might have ſuffered and died, and never have brought

one ſon unto glory ; or, then if he died for all equally, all

muſt be ſaved infallibly, and then hell would be depopulated

at once, as to the human family. I ſee no alternative. In all

juſt reaſoning one of theſe ides muſt be admitted by you, or you

muſt hold up a ſyſtem of mockery to rhe world, if you do not a

gree with the Calviniſt. Let us view the firſt, that Chriſt came

at a venture & enſured the ſalvation of one : is this plan wor

thy of him that is wiſdom itſelf 2 To come to do that which,

in the end, might be labor in vain I believe it is not. 2. The

Movereignty of God would not have been manifeſted in this

plan, which is ſo conſpicuous in all his other works both of

creation and providence ; alſo it would never have been evi

tient that he deſigned the ialvation of .. 3. It would at

once deſtroy the doćtrine of ele&ion, which is a ſcripture doc

trine, and which you ſeem to hold, in which, you muſt ac

knowledge, that the life and ſalvation of the ſheep, or eleót,

are ſecured. In one word it would be dethroning God and

giving his throne to the creature. Let us give God the glory.

The other plan, upon due examination, will appear equally

unſcriptural and abſurd, for we know that there are ſome in

hell already, from the doćtrine of Chriſt and the Apoſtles.

Inſtance the parable of Dives and Lazarus, which clearly

teaches that ſuch as Dives were in hell. Beſides, in the final

ſentence, Chriſt will ſay to them on his left hand, Depart

from me, ye curſed, into everlaſting fire, prepared for the

HDevil and {i, angels. We are told, that they have no rºß day

nor night. That the ſmoke of their torment aſcendeth forever and

ºver. That the worm dieth not and the fire is not quenched.--

This alſo would oppoſe the ſovereignty of God, and the doc

trine of abſolute and perſonal election ; likewiſe, would en

courage wickedneſs, and be antinomianiſm with a witneſs, as

well as counteračt your own doćirine. From all which I con

clude you will be more conſiſtent to drop the Univerſaliſts

altogether, and come over to the Calviniſt ſcheme, the only

one clear of abſurdities and inconſiſtencies, which exhibits

£hriſt as laying down his life for the eleēt only, and purchaſ

ing all things neceſſary to put us in the full poſſeſſion of the

(ame. He purchaſed eternal redemption for us.

A ſhort Dialogue on Chapter 5th, concerning Unbelief.

Wor. Sir, you deny that unbelief is a fin ; but I can ſhew

it to be exceedingly finful, both from reaſon and ſcripture.—

Hu this you ſpeak conſiſtent with your own idea of the atone

ºnent ; but contradićtory of the bible, which exhibits unbe

lief as very heinous. You º, that Adam as covenant head
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neither had nor could loſe a ſaving faith for us; but I can

ſhew that he had faith, and that by that covenant he was

bound to believe in a Saviour ſo ſoon as God was pleaſed to

reveal him, though I confeſs he never exerciſed it while he

ſtood, but was to be in need of it whenever he fell, and there.

fore had it before he felt. This I can illuſtrate by a ſimili

tude. While Adam was in innocency he had no opportuni

ty of exercifing the duty of a parent to children. But the

moment he became a parent, the ſame law, under which he

was originally placed, required him to diſcharge the duties of

a parent. And juſt ſo, the moment that a Saviour was re

vealed, the ſame law required him to exerciſe ſaving faith

This is but a rational faith, and you acknowledge that men

will be condemned for ačting unreaſonably, Hence unbelief

is, indeed, exceedingly ſinful - - -

* Gib. Here, fir, you have prepared your man of ſtraw, buſk

ed him up, and laid him upon your floor ; but the corn you

will bring off him, will make you little bread, I preſume ; as,

if it be proven that the atonement is particular and not uni

verſal, which I preſume I have done, you ſhould conclude me

right and have no charge ; alſo, you go upon the footing that

there is no difference between believing Chriſt, and believin

in him, which is not true, as will appear. Here, ſir, I fir

deny poſitively your aſſertion, viz. That ever I ſaid, direétly

or indireétly, that unbelief was no fin. It is only by taking a

ſuperficial view of my arguments that you draw this conclu

fion; or looking at them with a prejudiced eye, which draws

falſe concluſions from the premiſes laid down. You take

premiſes to draw your concluſions from which were never

granted. 1ſt. That I aſſert or hold that Adam had no faith,

conſequently deny him to be a rational being. 2d. That there

is no difference between a rational and ºil. faith, which

I will not grant. Then you lay it down, as a firſt principle,

that Adam really “had and loſt a ſaving faith for us, as much

as any other thing ;” this will not be admitted until proven,

which, it is believed, cannot be done. I have already ac

knowledged unbelief to be a fin, and the very worſt ſin poſ.

fible, which in its moſt aggravating circumſtances, amounts to

the fin againſt the Holy Ghoſt ; and if there is need of any

more than you have ſaid, to convince men that unbelief is fin

ful, I could adduce many arguments, beſides what you have

brought, to ſhew its ſinfulneſs, both from ſcripture and reaſon,

though you ſhould cry out of my inconfiſtency. 2d., I will

readily acknowledge, that my expreſſions, on that ſubjećt, are

not ſufficiently guarded, in the ſermon, to fall into your hands

and many others, who wiſh to pervert my reaſoning, to make
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the appear ridiculous. ... I ſhould have added, let no man ean

#lude from thir that there is no ſºn in unbelief, 3d. Could I

think that I had given any juſt ground to any to draw ſuch a

concluſion from my mode of expreſſing myſelf, I ſhould not.

only be very ſorry, but abhor my own condućt, and with all

ſpeed contradićt it as publicly as I had exhibited it. I account,

it my honor to diſapprove of myſelf in that or any other thing

wherein I am wrong. . No man that has a love to, or mag

nanimity for truth, but would do ſo. Therefore, if I have

dropt any expreſſion that would give juſt ground to any to

look upon unbelief as no fin, I now inform them that I diſap

prove of ſuch expreſſions, and am certain that ſuch cannot be

holding the form of ſºund words commanded by the apoſtle ;

but I ſcarcely believe that any unprejudiced perſon can can

didly read over my ſermon and draw ſuch a concluſion. I cer

tainly grant that men are bound to believe whatever God is.

pleaſed to reveal, and that becauſe they are rational beings,

deſcended from Adam. The moral law-binds us to believe

God, and whomſoever he ſhall authoritively ſend to reveal:

his will and our duty. This is certainly granting the ſinful

neſs of unbelief. The Jews and Gentiles have both ſuffered,

feverely for this ſin, and are ſuffering for it at this day. This

is the fin for which the world is peſtered with falſe teachers,

in our day, becauſe they did not love to retain God in their knowl.

edge; or acknowledgment of him. So I agree that according.

to ſcripture, reaſon, & common ſenſe, unbelief is exceedingly.

finful. I ſhall never contend with you about this point. Yet,

fir, I make a great diſtinétion between a ſaving and a rational

faith. So does the Apoſtle James.” Thou believeſ that there

is one God, thou doeft well ; the Devils alſº believe and tremble.

It is not every faith, that is ſaving faith, or the faith of God's

eleå. Many writers ſpeak of four kinds of faith, three of

which is denied to be ſaving, viz, an hiſtorical faith, a tem

porary faith, and the faith of miracles, which are not a ſaving

faith. : The devil, no doubt, believes that God ſent his own,

Son into the world, in our natute—that he is the ſecond Adam,

and head of the covenant of grace—that he came to ſave ſin

ners of Adam's family-that all for , whom he died will be

ſaved—and that every one of Adam's family that believes in

him will be ſaved by him. But all this comes ſhort of a ſaving

faith. Did not the enemy believe the words which Chriſt

ſpake, but did he ever believe in him as his own Saviour 2 No.

he did not. A ſaving faith appropriates Chriſt in all his of .

fices and receives him as made of God, unto the perſon's ſelf,"

Wiſdom, as a Prophet, Righteouſneſs, as a Prieſt, and Sanc

tification and compleat Redemption, as a King. Every ºra-,
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tional man, that has objećtive revelation, has it in his power

to believe that Chriſt is the Saviour, that God hath appointed . .

that by him and no other, can men be ſaved; that he is offered

to men and ſinners, and that he has need of this Saviour as

well as others ; alſo, that all that come unto him for ſalvation, ,

on his own terths, will be ſaved by him. After all this if they

rejećt him, or neglect to apply to him, as ſuch, may we not :

ſay that, at the laſt day, they will be left inexcuſable. Your

allowing that Calviniſm excuſes for unbelief, becauſe we will

not allow the univerſality of the atonement, we deny. Your.

argument, on this head, againſt us, would bear as hard againſt

yourſelf, as againſt us while you hold the doćtrine of eleētion. :

For, if your argument againſt me had any weight, then, if the

noneled believe that Chriſt will not ſave them, becauſe

they were not eleēed, if they did come unto him, they would,

according to your argument, be only believing a truth, and

would not be finful or condemned for it. ... Here, fir, you fur

miſh your opponent with another argument. Is this wiſdom *

But perhaps you will ſay wou can free your fide of this objec

tion ; for they can never ſay, that they are not elected until

they rejećt the Saviour; ſo can we, that they can never ſay he

died not for them until they trample under foot the blood of the

covenant and account it an unhely thing. The atonement was

made for men and finners, and ſecret things befong wnto the

Lord. None can believe that Chriſt died for himſelf, in par-,

ticular, until he is pleaſed with him and his ſalvation; nor.

the contrary, until he rejećts him as a Saviour. You ſay,

“ there is no fin in ſtaying-away until we have evidence that:

Chriſt intends to ſave ourſelves, in particular”! Can you, fir,

as you allow the atonement to be univerſal, tell all, wherever,

you come, that Chriſt intends to ſave all mankind If he does,

what will hinder him to accompliſh his intention ? Is it want.

ef power of the obſtinacy and perverſe will of the creature ?

In power he is omnipotent; and ſays, My, council ſhall ſtand,

and f will do all my pleaſure. As to the creatures, all care

equally perverſe and obſtimate, if this ſtands in the way of ones

in the ſenſe you ſuppoſe, it ſtands in the way of all, for God

is no reſpecter of perſons, but loves all equally. As to the

text which you ſay is miſquoted, and perverted, it was not in

troduced to prove that unbelief is no ſin, as you ſay : I have

ſhewn already that I did not intend this ; but what is very

different from what you ſuppoſe. I need therefore: make no

remarks upon it, as it is certainly the duty of all that have a

ſaving faith, to ſtir up the gift of God within them, and have it

in exerciſe—For, it is required according to that a man bath, not

according to that he hath not, if there he firſt a willing mind.

--~~~~<=- ------------
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For. But you ſuppoſe, that Adam had not a ſaving faith,

as our repreſentative, and could not loſe it. Alſo, that there

is a difference between believing Chriſt, and believing in him ;

whreas he both had and loſt a ſaving faith, as much as any

other thing; and I ſee no room for a diſtinétion between believ

ing Chriſt and believing in him. … Here you greatly err.

Gib. It is granted at once that while Adam ſtood he had no

opportunity of exercifing the duty of a parent, and that by

virtue of the law, he was then under, he was bound to exer

ciſe that duty, as much as others, ſo ſoon as he had children:

ſo that he had abilities ſuited to that duty. But, ſir, let me

aſk if he could not have had children and exerciſed the duty of

a parent without being a fallen, loſt, and undorſe creature ?

Surely he might: for he was commanded to be fruitful, &c.

But could he have exerciſed a ſaving faith without being a loſt,

& undone creature ? I believe not. Then the parallel will not.

hold; you certainly did not believe that this was a proper

ſimilitude. I have not read of any other perſon that believed

that Adam had and loſt a ſaving faith for us. Truly, this

would be lodging the treaſure of Chriſt, and his purchaſe and

gift, in the firſt Adam's hand, which is abſurd ; and had he

had ſaving faith, were it poſſible for him in a ſtate of inno

cence, he could not have fallen. That Adam in the covenant o

works, had all that was requiſite for him as our repreſentatives

to make him and us continue in happineſs, and go to heaven ;

but the moment he fell he ceaſed to be our repreſentative, he

is no longer entruſted, has no longer the treaſure of his ſeed

in his hands. While he ſtood, life and happineſs were to be

had by him, if got at all ; but ſo ſoon as he fell, another repre

ſentative was pointed out, by whom we were to attain life and

ſalvation, even, the ſeed of the woman; and as the Covenant

of works admitted not of faith not repentance, as now faith

is exerciſed, nor in the ſame manner; but the covenant with

Chriſt did, who was a ſecond covenant head, it is reaſonable

that that covenant head ſhould have the treaſure of it entruſt

ed with him. So we are told, that he is exalted as a Prince and

a Saviour, to give repentance and the remiſſion of ſins. All the

treaſures of wiſdom and knowledge are in him. Adam as cove

nant head had no need of a ſaving faith, either for himſelf, or

for his ſeed ; and, we have reaſon to bleſs God, our treaſure

is now lodged in ſafer hands. Wehave a covenant ſtabliſhed

on better and ſurer principles than the former—ordered in all

thingſ, and ſure. Thus all your arguments for Adam's having

and loſing a ſaving faith for us is overturned. Indeed, from

your mode of expreſſion on both theſe points you ſeem to be in

doubt of the truth of your ideas yourſelf. - ~!
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Yota ſecond objeaion, “that you ean ſee no ground for a

diſtinaion between believing Chriſt and believing in him” i

am not at a loſs to ſee ground for a diſtinétion here ; alſo the

beſt writers on Divinity make ſuch a diſtinétion: for many

believed him and never had a ſaving faith, ſay fome. What

think you of thoſe that received the word with joy amon for a

ſeaſon; but when tribulation or perſecution came an aeecuht of the

word were offended ? Confider the ſtony ground hearers.--

Doéter Owen, on the perſon of Chriſt, clearly demonſtrates

the diſtinétion between believing Chriſt, and believing in or

upon him. He in the preceding pages is ſpeaking of faith and

Chriſt, and the difference between the faith that is exerciſed

towards thoſe by whom the mind of God is revealed; and that

which is exerciſed toward Chriſt himſelf. “So it is ſaid of the

Iſraelites, that they believed the Lord, andº Exod. xiv. 33.

i. e. that he was ſent of God, was no deceiver, that it was the

word and will of God which he revealed to them. . .2. Chron.

xx.22. Believe in the Lord your God,ſº ſhall ye be eſtabliſhed, be

#eve his prophets, ſº ſhall ye proſper. It was not the perſons of

the prophets, that was the objećt of their faith, but their meſ

fage. So it is explained by the apoſtle, A&s xxvi, 27. King

Agripps believeſ thou the prºphets, 1 know that thou believeſ?. He

believed that they were ſent from God, and that the words

they ſpake were from him; otherwiſe there was no believing

of them who were dead ſo many ages ago. This is all the

faith in Chriſt that ſome will allow. To believe in Chriſt is

only to believe the doćtrines of the Goſpel revealed by him.

Hence they deny that any could believe in him before his

coming into the world, and the declaration of the mind of God

in the goſpel, made by him.” An aſſent unto the truth of the

goſpel, as revealed by Chriſt, is with them the whole of that

faith in Chriſt Jeſus which is requiſite. Of all that poiſon

which at this day is infuſed into the minds of men, corrupting

them from the myſtery of the goſpel, there is no part more

ernicious, than this one perverſe imagination, that to believe

in Chriſt is no more than to believe the doćirines of the goſ.

pel, which yet we grant is included therein. For, as it allows

the confideration of no office in him, but that of a prophet 3

and that not as veſted and exerciſed in that of his divine pers

ſon, ſo it utterly overthrows the whole foundation of the rela

tion of the church unto him, and ſalvation by him. That

which my preſent deſign, ſays he, is to evince, that it is the per

ſon of Chriſt which is the firſt and principal objećt of the faith

wherewith we are required to believe in him ; and that ſo te

do, is not only to aſſent to the truth of the doćtrine revealed

by him, but alſo to place our truſt and confidence in him, for
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every relief, and prote&ion for our righteeuſneſs, life and ſalva

tion; for a bleſſed reſurreótion, and eternal reward.” This

he manifeſts by multiplied texts of ſcripture, and arguments

drawn from them : then he proceeds to declare the ground,

nature and exerciſe of this faith itſelf. Here he remarks,

“that, wherever faith is required towards our Lord Jeſus

Chriſt, it is ſtill called believing in him, or on his name, ac

cording as faith in God is every where expreſſed. If no more

be intended but only the belief of the doćtrine revealed by him,

then whoſe doćtrine ſoever we are obliged to believe, we may

be rightly ſaid to believe in them, or to believe on their name.

For inſtance, we are obliged to believe the doćtrine of the a

poſtle Paul, the revelations made by him, and that on the haz

ard of our eternal welfare, by the unbelieving of them... Yet,

that we ſhould be ſaid to believe in Paul, is that which he did

utterly deteſt. 1. Cor. i. 13. 15.” Here he cites a number of

texts of ſcripture which teach this ſame doćtrine; and adduces

a number of ſtrong and irrefragable arguments, to prove, that

there is an eſſential difference between believing Chriſt, and

believing in him. Dr. Owen on the perſon of Chriſt, p. 358,

59, &c. And, this has been the opinion of orthodox divines,

ince the apoſtles days ; but you and the Socinians will agree

pretty well in this article of your creed. Alas you ſeem to

agree in too many articles of your faith. . But you may ſay

many of them were learned men; granted, but not by the ſpir

it of God, I fear. *

: In this 5th, chap. you make a mighty ſhout, becauſe you

have get hold of an unguarded ſentence, on which you could

quibble, and torture it till you would make it ſpeak falſe doc

trine; which I have never-deſigned to ſpeak, on this, or any

other ſubjećt, as if you had gained a prize. From which, it

would appear to me, that you would rejoice if you could find

me guilty of teaching error, on any ſubječa and if this be

true, it does not appear that you have much love for the truth.

Truly, your chief talent ſeems to lie in torturing ſentiments

expreſſed to make them ſpeak ſomething different from the in

tention of the ſpeaker or writer, this is no great accqmpliſh

ment in a teacher, and never found in a fair diſputant. I now

affirm, that it is the incumbent duty of every man that hears

the goſpel, to believe it, and every one to whom Chriſt is of.

fered, as a Saviour, in objećtive revelation, as he is offered to

men and finners, to put in his plea for a part in this Saviour,

and great ſalvation ; and, if they do not, their condemnation

will be greatly aggravated, at the laſt day, for rejećting God's

F. of ſalvation offered on ſuch reaſonable and eaſy terms.-

this teaching that unbelief is no fin I believe not. I ſhall
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sow leave you with your bug-bear, ofyour own framing, to make

what uſe of it you pleaſe, you and your neighbour Clergyman,

who has joined your fide, on this ſubjećt, who, I ſhould think,

fhould have underſtood the matter better, and had more love

for the cauſe of Calviniſm, than to furniſh it's opponents with

weapons againſt it. It is a pity party prejudice ſhould run

fo high at preſent l But if he will meet me, at a convenient

ſeaſon, I can anſwer his arguments as eaſy as yours; but this

is an improper place.

Now we proceed to Chap. Six, in our Dialogue.

Wor. You wrong me in ſuppoſing me inconfiſtent with

myſelf. You ſuppoſe me holding doćtrines which will not

agree together, as the doćtrine of univerſal redemption, and

that of eternal, particular and perſonal eleēlion ; but it is

not univerſal redemption I contend for, only univerſal atone.

ment, which is of much larger extent than redemption ; for if

by redemption be meant an actual deliverance from fin, and

from the wrath of God, into a ſtate of reconciliation and

favor with him, the doćtrine of univerſal redemption is not

one for which I contend ; and it is acknowledged it is uſed

in this ſenſe in ſcripture. Atonement has only opened a way

for an actual deliverance ; but this redemption includes the

deliverance itſelf. So that redemption, in this ſenſe of the

word, includes much more than is included in atonement, muſt

be evident from what has been ſaid in the firſt chapter.

Hence I ſee no inconſiſtency in holding the doćtrine of eleåion,

and that of univerſal atonement—as atonement only opened a

way for an ačtual deliverance, but this redemption includes

the deliverance itſelf l

Gib. Pity, fir, you ſhould be wronged, and eſpecially by

me, for I did not intend to wrong you, as I have ſhewn in

the beginning of the ſecond dialogue, to which I refer the

reader. I have there endeavored to ſhew what ſtill I be

lieve the ſcriptures teach, that redemption and atonement reſ.

pećt the ſame perſons, and are of equal extent, thoſe whº

were given to Chrift, and for whom he prayſ. It muſt be ac

knowledged, that all that the prieſts, under the law offered

up ſacrifice for, that they prayed for the ſame perſons; and,

alſo, that theſe prieſts were types of Chriſt. Now, if Chriſt

offered a ſacrifice for all mankind, he muſt pray alſo for all

mankind ; or then, in this, the prieſ did not typify Chriſt;

but that it muſt be granted that they did, the Apoſtle to the

Hebrews has ſhewn. According to you he offered for all,

and conſequently muſt pray for all for whom he made grene
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Whent ; and if his prayers were heard, all will be ſaved :

hence you will be obliged to obtain the doćtrine of univerſal.

ſalvation, to be conſiſtent with yourſelf. Did he pray for all 2.

Why are not all ſaved 2 Perhaps you will ſay, his prayers were

not always anſwered. This would make Chriſt and the apoſ.

tle both to be liars: for Chriſt ſays, I knew that thou heardſ?.

me always, by hearing in this text is meant anſwering ; the a-'

poſtle ſaith, he was heard in that he feared. Whether ſhall we,

believe theſe witneſſes or the obječtor Judge yourſelf... But

you may probably objećt, there were prayers which Chriſt put

up that were not anſwered. One was that night in which he

was betrayed, he prayed thrice the ſame words, Father if it be

poſſible, let this cup paſ; from me , nevertheleſ, not my will, but,

thine be done. Now, ſays the objećtor, the cup did not paſs,

from him, therefore his prayers were not anſwered. An

ſwer, 1. Here Chriſt was ſetting us an example how to pray

when called to ſuffer for righteouſneſs ſake. 2. His prayer

was conditional—If it be pºſſible, he does not ſay, let this cup .

paſs from me ; but if it be poſſible, let it paſ; from me. But it

was not poſſible, for many reaſons. What was the burthen of

his prayer, thy will be done. So it was compleatly anſwered ;

for he ſaid, fºr this end was he born, and for this end came I in

to the world, that I might drink that cup. And it isnot to be

believed, that he wiſhed to fruſtrate the deſign of his divine miſ-,

flon. A ſecond, you may ſay, was when he was on the croſs.

Wherehe ſays, Father forgive them for they know not what they do.

This prayer was not anſwered, for, the Jews as a nation, they

was rejećted for crucifying the Son of God. But fir, this is

begging the queſtion, you ſhould have firſt proved, that none

were forgiven as the anſwer of that prayer. And ſecond, that

this prayer was put up for the whole nation of the Jews, at

that time. Both of which are impoſſible to be proven. For,

no doubt, many were converted on account of this prayer.

We read of five thouſand at one time, and three thouſand at

another. And more is to be aſcribed to the value of Chriſt’s

prayer, than to the apoſtle's ſermons, however good they

might be. We know that his intercºſion was founded upon

the atonement. 1. John ii. 1. 2. If any man ſin, we have an ad

vocate with the Father—who is the propitiation for aur ſins, &c.

We know, alſo, that he did not pray for every individual man

and woman. I pray not for the world; but for them that thou

haſt given me out of the world. And leſt any ſhould ſay that

this was a particular prayer for the apoſtles, he adds at the
ſame time.—And for all that ſhall believe in me through their word

to the end of the world. From this I draw the concluſion that

atonement and redemption are offull extent, and reſpect the
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ſame perſons. Them that he atoned fºr will be adually redeem
ed, every one of them, in due time. Indeed, ſº our ſyſtem.

would exhibit the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, as having dif

ferent objećts of their love ; or, as loving the elećt, and non

elečt equally, which is abſurd.: for God ſays, jacob have 1

lºwed; but Éſau have I hated. Thus there is a difference in the

*::::: ivine love. . . . . " ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' "

1 can, fir, ſee no warrant in the bible for the diſtinaion

which you make between the extent of the terms atonement

and redemptián and your reaſoning on the firſt chapter has

been already ſhewn to be falſe, and will ſtand you in no ſtead

here, and even, if it would, it appears to me, you would be

ſill inconſiſtent. In fact, if Chriſt, in atonement, did no more

than you admit of, I cannot as yet ſee the way to God open.

I find the moſt that you ſay on this chapter to be reiteration

of your former antiſcriptural arguments; yet, I ſhall endeavor

to follow you, in your turnings and windings, a little. The

inſtance, or fimilitude brought to illuſtrate this ſubjećt, viz.

That of the brazen ſerpent erected in the wilderneſs, for the

children of Iſrael, will be of little ſervice to you; as it hath

been ſhewn to be improperly introduced formerly, it will be

of as little uſe to you in this caſe. I have always been of opin

ion that this ſerpent was typical of a whole Chriſt, and alihis

benefits, as well as of atonement: for alluding to this, it is

ſaid, he is exalted as a Prince and a Saviour, to give repentance

and the remiſſion of fins, to his people: who will all : made

to look to him for theſe things. A willing people in thy day of

pºwer ſhall come unto thee, Pſ. cx. 3. The atonement which he

made for the ſheep, inſures the application, for ſays he, I lay

down my life for the ºft.*they ſhall never periſh, &c.—

Who is he that condemneth, Rom. viii. 34. It is Chriſ that died,

yea, rather, that is riſen again, who is ever at the right hand of

God, who alſº maketh interceſſion for us. . . . . . . "

Now what is the reaſon that there is no condemnation ?

It is the death of Chriſt, and it is upon this footing tha: he

makes interceſſion for theſe ſheep, for whom he died and ſuf

fered. Having anſwered all the demands of law and juſtice

for them, and borne the wrath of God for his choſen compa

ny, he may well advocate their cauſe, and plead for them.

He was made ſin for uſ, who knew no ſin, that we might be.

made the righteouſneſ of God in him. Behold the Lamb of God,

who taketh away the ſin of the world. But you would have

it read thus : Behold the lamb of God, who hath opened a

way by which it is poſſible the fing of every individual in the

world may be got rid of. According to you, John Baptiſt

did not ſpeak accurately, for Chriſt did not take away the fin

*
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ºf gººfiñº. Bººgia Chriſt remove; the wº
ºf Gºłºmen's fins, accºrding to your motion; and neither

;ºči"."...
ah’; belºw:É. in Chrift' atonementſ Pray, fir," was the

looking tº the ſerpent the cauſe offſrael's being he #: or

what was the cauſe: If your plan would do, the apo *cºuld

nºt have tºld us, that Gºd was a reconciled God, and rečaneiling

#e ºrld untº himſelf-and beſeech us–to be reconciled to#
in order to induce us he does not inform us that the wrath of

God! and condemnation is lying on us; 'nor that our being

reconciled to him will reconcile him to us; but that the cur

removed, and God reconciled. For Chrift kath removedthe

ºutſºº-being made a eurſ fºr us ; Gal. iii.,13. With this agrees

Iſaiah xiii. 21. The tº ºftd fºr hiſ rightº/P

Jake : for he hath magnified the law, and made it honorable. I

believe, fir, you ſeparate two things which God hath joined

together, viz. atonement and redemption ; and in order to accom

pliſh your end, miſinterprét different texts of ſcripture in this

chapter: falſo believe, that the wrath of God is as really re

moved from all for whom Chriſt died as ever it will be ; but

that it is not intimated to the perſon's ſoul, that his guilt was

removed, tilt after regeneration. Yet we have no right tº in:

form any impenitent perſon that his guilt is removed from

him in particular,§. for until that we doing

know whether or nôt he be one of thoſe for whom§
died.º may ſafely ſay, that God is a reconciled God in

eChriſ #. and recondiſing the wºrld unto him/ºff, and yet, not

contradiº our own doćirine, that he died for the elect ºnly,

to whom he will be manifeſted in all his offices, in due time,

by the ſpirit and grace of Göd. -- - -

I HAVE, ſir, endeavored to follow you in all your ingeniou

turnings & windings, that you may get rid of the goſpel pla

falvation, and the coinplete & alſufficient atonement and righ

teouſneſs of Chriſt; and, ſo far as I know, exhibited Calvin

ift doctrine, and the doğrine of Chriſt and the Apoſtles, on

theſe turning and moſt important points of our holy religion :

and, it appears to me, that either you muſt be wrong on theſe

*::::::: the moſt noble divines, who ºver lived, have been

regiouſly miſtaken in the plan of ſalvation, ſuch as Luther,

lvin, the eminent Weſtminſter divines, that ever famed aſ

ſembly who ſat in Glaſgow, A. D. 1638. Almoſt all the

Dutch Divines, Engliſh Independants, and the Puritans,

Iſaac Ambroſe, and the noble Hervy, in all their writings;

Fiſher and the pious Erſkins, Watts alſo, whoſe Pſalms you

fing in your congregation, and in this ačt inconſiſtent—I

might add to this liſt, Witſius, Dočtor Owen, and a thouſand

-----------------
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others that differ with you on theſe important points. If yo

are right, all theſe, and ſuch as hold the ſame ſentiments,..
have been, or are dangerouſly wrong; or then it muſt with

you be a matter of little importance what men believe, wheth

er right or wrong, if they think they are right, which you

have ſubſtantially told us. You ſay, “i there is a wi l to

believe, it will be accepted.” This I believe is not a ſcriptu

ral idea, for it is only they that ačtually believe that will be

aćtually ſaved, and none elſe. I ſhall now leave youº:
over your laſt exhibition once more, and may God, by his

grace, open your eyes to ſee the...;
therein, for the glory of his own name, the good of ſociety an

the happineſs .# your own ſoul, and for the peace and unity

of the church of our Lord Jeſus Chriſt. . . . . . .”: ; ; ; ,"

• * > . . . . . . * , . .'; ' ' ". . . ." ------. * : * *

- ConcludingDialºgue on the Miſcellaneouspart. , 1.’ “

War. In the preceding part, I have ſtated the leading points

in diſpute between us; and endeavored, (I hope candidly) to

vindicate the truth on theſe%. ... But there are many

things in the Sermon which appear to me exceptionable which

I ſhall paſs over in filence, and paſs to things of more import

ance. . . . ". . . . . .

* Gib. I grant that you have brought into view, ſome of the

moſt important .# of chriſtianity; but that you have been

engaged in defence of theſe truths, I am led with many to

diſpute ; alſo, that you have candidly handled theſe ſubjećts,

we ſhall leave the unprejudiced to judge; for I cannot agree

with you in this opinion, to me you appear deficient in candor

ſome times. Pity, fir, that circumſtances did not allow you

to point out all the doćirines in which we differ, then the

truth might have more fully appeared. I dare not ſay you are

ſpeaking an untruth when you ſay your deſign was that truth

might appear ; but ſure I am, though you may think many

things truth, for which you contend, this will not make them

ſo: for many of them are really wrong.

Wor. You ſuppoſe me to be eſſentially erroneous in deny

ing the doćtrine of the imputation of Adam's firſt fin to his

É. ; and, alſo, the imputation of Chriſt's righteouſneſs to

is ſpiritual ſeed, as if it were their own: and if by imputa

tion be meant, that Adam's firſt fin is alſo the fin of his poſ

tèrity, and that the righteouſneſs of Chriſt is ačtually the

righteouſneſs of the believer; it is true, I do not believe that

ſuch an imputation is taught in the ſcripture. But though

Adam's firſt ſin was, and ſtill is, his own fin, and not the fin

of any one elſe, yet, in conſequence of this fin, agreeably to the
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divine conſtitution, all his poſterity are, by nature, finners.--

They are guilty before God, and deſerve to die, not for Adam's

wickedneſs, but their own, not for imputed, but for inherent,

tive ſinfulneſs. The ſoul that Anneth, it ſhall die. The ſon

lall not bear the iniquity of the Father, &c. Ezek, xviii. 20.

Gih. Here, fir, it will be neceſſary to make a remark or two,

ieſt we ſhould miſunderſtand each other, the terms not being

defined. 1: By Adam's firſt ſin being imputed to us, i, un

derſtand, that in law reckoning we are accounted guilty of it

as if we had done it ourſelves, he being our repreſentative at

the time it was committed; not that we, but Adam as our

repreſentative ate the forbidden fruit, and committed that

heinous and aggravated tranſgreſſion: ſo we became chargea

ble in the eye of law and juſtice, and this fin is reckoned to us

as our own, he ſtanding as our repreſentative... This the ſcrip

ture clearly, teacheth in many places and contradićts in none.

1. Cor. xix. 22. For, as in Adam all die, ſo in Chrift ſhall all be

made aliver Rom. v. 12. Wherefore, as by one man, ſin entered in

to the world, and death by ſin; and ſo death paſſed upon all men,

(Eph ho) in whom, all have ſinned. 2. We do not underſtand

at we gave that holy obedience to the law or juſtice of God

t|Chriſt gave, but that this obedience, in law reckoning, is

accounted, reckoned or imputed to us as if done by ourſelves.

3. We do not ſuppoſe that the fin, but the guilt of the fin, is

reckoned or imputed to us: ſo the merit of Chriſt's holy life

and obedience is imputed to his ſpiritual ſeed, as if they had

done all themſelves, he ſtanding as their repreſentative, or

vice illir. Let theſe remarks then be kept in view. As I have.

touched at this ſubjećt already, little remains now to be ſaid ;

but that the doćtrine of imputation is a ſcripture doćtrine

cannot be denied, both imputation of fin, and of righteouſneſs,

and why not of the fin of Adam, and righteouſneſs of Chriſt 2

See Pſal. xxxii. 2. Bleſſed is the man to whom the Lord im

puteth not iniquity, ſin, or guilt, Rom. iv. 8. Bleſſed is the

man, to whom the lord will not impute fin. See verſe 6.

Where the apoſtle ſpeaks of righteouſneſ, without works. In

deed this whole chapter is entirely to my purpoſe. See Hen

ry, on the place. I ſhall extraćt a few words from Mr. Brown

on the word impute. “The imputation of fin and righteouſ

neſs, is a ſtandard doćtrine of revelation. much miſunderſtood,

and perverted by many, as they do other ſcriptires to their

own deſtruction. The literal meaning of impute is, 1. Free

ly to account or aſcribe to a perſon, that which he himſelf

hath not or did not, Rom. iv. 22.—2. To lay to ones charge,

a. Sam. xix. 19–3. To be held guilty, Lev. xvii. 4.—4. To

fuſpect, 1. Sam. xxii. 15. Men have ſtarted many doubts and
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raiſed many objections to God's way of ſaving the guilty by

the imputation of the righteouſneſs of Jeſus Chriſt. Paulil

luſtrates the nature of imputation in a ſtriking mantier in the

fifth of the Romans. He reaſons that guilty men are ſaved by

the righteouſneſs of Chriſt, by imputation, becauſe God imput

ed to him the juſt One, the tranſgreſſions of the unjuſt many,

that we might be made the righteouſneſs of God in him.” X:
gain, as by oue man's offence many were made finners, i.e.

as by the tranſgreſſion of the firſt man, all his race were con

fidered as tranſgreſſors in him, or had his off-nee imputed tº

them; ſo by the righteouſneſs of one (being impated/thefree gift

came upon all men to juſtificatiºn; Compare Lev. 7. chap.

Pſalm 32. Roth. iv, 6., 11. and v. 13. * Sin is imputed when
it is charged.” This is what I take toi.the ſcripture doćtrine

of imputation, and what has-been held by orthodox divines

fince the apoſtles days, and with which I am fully agreed.

Many text of ſcripture, might be cited to prove the imparation

of the guilt of Adam's firſt fin to his ſeed. Let theſe ſuffice

at preſent. Eph. ii. 3. And were by nature children of wrath,

even as others. Now if Adam did not ſtand and fall for us,

as well as himſelf, ſo that the guilt of his firſt fin, is imputed to

us, as our own, how can a juſt and righteous God account us

liable to his wrath and curſe, and that only beeauſe we are

deſcended from him by ordinary generation, and receive a cor

rupt nature like his Or, if we are not guilty by imputation,

how can you juſtify God in giving us a corrupt nature, if not

on this account, Pſalm li. Behold, I was ſhapen in iniquity;”

and in ſin (or as it may be better rendered, in guilt) did my mo

ther conceive me, meaning the guilt of Adam's firſt fin. Rom.

v. 12. Wherefore, by one man, viz. Adam, fin entered into

the world, and death by fin, viz. natural, ſpiritual and eternal

death, and ſº death paſſed upon all men, in whom all have ſinned.

Compare ver, 19th. For a by one man's diſºbedience many were

made ſinners “ſo by the obedience of one, viz. Chrift, ſhall many be

made righteous. 3.theſe portions well, and there will be

ſufficient cauſe for ſuppoſing you effentially wrong in your no

tion of imputation. Your quotations from Ezekiel xviii. ch.

to prove your poſition have been quoted by Arminians to a

ſimilar purpoſe frequently, and as often confuted. The Jews'

were at that time labouring under national judgments, for

their national-fins, and threatened with more : then they be

gan to reflečt on the juſtice of God in ſending theſe judgments.

upon them, ſaying, The fathers have raten ſour grapes and the

children's teeth are ſet on edge :- blaming all the fin that God was

puniſhing them for, upon their fathers: and here God de

clares ſolemnly that they ſhall have no longer cauſe to uſe this

t

º
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; ; for if they have not by their condućt homologated

beir fathers fins they ſhall not thus be puniſhed. But the ſºul

that ſinneth he ſhall die, and no other. This, fir, has not the

leaſt alluſion to Adam's fin, and hence is unhappily choſen to

prove your hypotheſis; for it will not anſwer your end; it on

f proves that they who follow not the wicked ways of their

#. will not be puniſhed for their fins, and no more. The

loſs put upon theſe texts which ſpeak ef the righteouſneſs of

§. is obviouſly incorreół, as may appear from every com

mentary extent, none agree with you that I have ever ſeen.—

This every man of reading knows. I therefore pay no far

ther attention to them, at preſent. -

SoME things in your Miſcellaneous remarks, I wiſh you to

explain, and let us know what you mean thereby. Viz.

“But though Adam's firſt ſin, was, and ſtill is, his own ſin,

and not the fin of any one elſe, yet, in conſequence of this fin,

agreeably to divine inſtitution, all his poſterity are by nature

ſinners. They are guilty before God, and deſerve to die, not

for Adam's wickedneſ; but for their own ; not for imputed, but

for inherent, poſitive finfulneſs.” Pray, what do theſe words

m an, if they mean not fin imputed—You allow that we are

liable to condemnation, in conſequence of daam's fall, for inker

ent pºſitive ſinfulneſs. Allow me hence to aſk you a queſtion

or two. if, as you ſay, Adam’s firſt fin was, and ſtill is, his

own fin, and not the ſin of any one elſe, . I aſk how can any

evil come unto his poſlerity, in conſequence of it, merely be

cauſe they are deſcended from him by ordinary generation,

d on no other account P Reconcile this doćtrine of yours

with the abſolute and ſtrićt juſtice of Ged. I preſume this

will be a hard taſk, to do it ſatisfactorily : or to reconcile it

with the doćtrines of the bible, and, eſpecially with your quo

tation from Czekiel xviii. ch. The ſan}. not bear the iniquity

of the father. The ſoul that ſinneth he ſhall die. Children die,

who have 'not ſinned after the ſimilitude of Adam's tranſgreſſion,

i. e. that never committed actual fin ; and the wages of ſin it

death. Pleaſe to reconcile your doćtrine with the ſcriptures,

and with God’s ſtrict juſtice. It will not be an anſwer to tell

me, that death is no puniſhment. I know it is the wages of

fin, and a great puniſhment. In the day thou eateſ; thereof, thou

ſhalt ſurely die. It will not do to ſay that death comes not in

conſequence of the fall, but of the recovery. As in Adam all

die; ſº in Chrift /hall all he made alive, 2. Cor. xv. 22. Nay, the

ſheer off arguments which are generally given, will not be

taken as an anſwer. -

2. Do not we ſuffer great evil in conſequence of Adam's

fall Is not the ground curſed on account of his firſt ſin

w
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Are not our natures depraved and corrupted on that account,

and we all by nature become children of wrath How, ſir,

do you reconcile theſe things with the juſtice of God, if the

guilt of that firſt fin is not imputed to us I fear you have

not juſt ideas of God, for the phenomena which we fee daily

will not correſpond with your hypotheſis. We muſt eſteem

God to be a God of juſtice and equity, rendering to every one

as ſtrićt juſtice would demand. Truly, fir, according to your

opinion, that the guilt of Adam's firſt ſin is not imputed to

us, no man can juſtify God in giving us a corrupt nature.

Your language here only darkens council by words, when you

ſay, Yet, in conſequence of Adam's fin, agreeable to divine

inſtitution, all his poſterity are by nature finners. How can

they be ſo, if he did not ſtand as our covenant head and rep

reſentative 2 And if he ſtood and acted in this charaćter, how

are we not guilty 2 I fear, fir, there will be found more in

conſiſtency and error in this than in your former performance.

In oppoſition to all you ſay againſt the imputation of Adam'r

ſin and Chriſ's righteouſneſs, I ſhall place one text of ſcripture:

1ſt Cor. v. 21. For he hath made him to be ſºn for us, who knew

mo ſin, that we might be made the righteouſneſ of God in him.

This in pointing to Chriſt as the end of the law for righteouſ

neſs, will oppoſe all your doćtrine on that head.

Wor. I only add, that it is probable you will ſuppoſe this

to be error, which muſt neceſſarily exclude from heaven. It

is, however, matter of conſolation, that the key of David is

not in your hands. -

Gib. I have no difficulty, fir, to inform you, that I firmly

believe this to be an error, a dangerous error; but I hope your

oppoſition to God's plan of ſalvation, as yet, does not amount

to the unpardonable fin. I hope you will not be left to live

and die in this error, as it may be an error of the head, and

not of the heart.. I know that the blood of Chriſt cleanſeth

from all fin, and it can, if duly applied, clenſe from this fin

as well as others. But, fir, if it would ſerve your purpoſe

anything to have me more explicit, I can freely inform you,'

that I would not live and die in your opinions, on theſe im

portant ſubjećts, for a thouſand worlds. So Pºiº all

my heart, that your eyes may be opened ſpeedily. hat you

underſtand by the key of David not being in my hands, upon

which you build, as your great conſolation, I do not well under

ſtand. If you mean, by that, that I am not the ruler of the uni

verſe, but Chriſt, the eleē’s head and huſband, I rejoice in this

myſelf. If you mean that I am not te be the judge of the world,

this is true, in a certain ſenſe, and we are to judge no manº

To his own maſter he ſtandeth or falleth. . But there is a ſenſe
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in: ich the key of David might be found in my hands, con

trary to yourjud . not add, contrary to your

defire. If it ſhould turn out that I had got that “right tem

per of heart.” ::...'. and was a child of God: though,

you can ſeat yourſelf on God's throne, judge the heart, and

tell the world I have it not! Know ye nºt that the ſaint/hall

judge the world P. Where would the key of David then be,

when the faints were paſſing ſentence with Chriſt upon un:

believers; or acquiefing, with him in the ſentence paſſed

Should it turn out, contrary to your expectation, that I was

called, by Gºd. as a goſpel miniſter, and as a ſucceſſor to the

Apoſtles in faith and. where would the key of David

be then? Did not our Lord ſay to the Apoſtles, and to their.

ſucceſſors in the office, I give unto, you the keys ; and whatſº-,

-

-

ever ye ſhaftbind on earth ſhall be bound in heaven.--Whoſºever,

fins ye remit, they are remitted unto them, and whoſºever ſins ye.

retain, they are retained. The key of doćtrine and the key of

government are put into the hands of faithful miniſters of the

g ..". have a rule to judge both men's principles.

and pračices by. So you might have a falſe foundation for

this great conſºlation: . . . . . . . . - ** *... º.

War. In the beginning of your ſermon, you ſay, “a man,

may preach all his life about Chriſt, and never preach Chriſt

fully.” Iº: and aſk whether a miniſter,

can preach Chriſt fully as he ought, without bringing into

view at all, the nature ºf ſaying faith, or the nature of religion.

...}} Now in all you have ſaid, you have never

brought into view the nature of ſaving faith, &c., -

ii. I own my ſermons all as well as this one to be very

defeative, in manythings, and no doubt, this one as much as

#; but anything that is defeative in it I do not with to:

j ſtify : yet, ſir, your opinions & mine are ſo different, in many,

§ . º:#.m you, in ſo many words, whatſ.

erſtandby a ſaving faith, ſpreſume you would not agree;

with me.”º i have brought nothing into view in it.

contrary to a ſaving faith, or but what would lead men to ap

ropriate the Chriſt o God, as the only Saviour, and as one.

łºś.

iſter; I preſume, is not every day to i. ribing all the arti

cles ºf a ſaying faith; ſometimes he has to deteå dangerous,

errors, in the corner where helives, that might lead men away.

from the faith ofºº:: which was the work

I had in view, that day; and if I got the peoples eyes opened,

to ſee this, then a door was opened to ſhew more fully the na-.

ture offivingfith." Yet, fir, if anyi. and unpreju

to God through him, to ...; work of a minº

leic

--- K - -
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diced perſon to read with candor, my ſermon, he would cer.

tainly be able to gather what I underſtand to be a ſaving faith,

though my work on that day was not to give a particular de

feription of it; but to defend it from thoſe that were about

to undermine and deſtroy the faith once delivered to the ſaints.

I have now, ſir, had it in my power to read, and have read and

confidered three of your own performances, and I, not only,

do not find in one, or all of them the doćtrine of a ſavin }}; :

but can ſafely declare that I do not know what you take to be ,

the articles .#a ſaving faith; or what you think neceſſary to be

believed in order to ſalvation. Hence it would not be amiſs

in you to review your own publications on this article. * /

You, ſir, may hold your opinion about the ſalvation of .

men without Chriſt's being made known to them, ſeeing ev

ery man of reading knows this to be an Arminian tenet, and

one that has no foundation for it in the bible, as has been

ſhewn already. I ſhall leave you to compare your opinion

with two texts of ſcripture. John xiv. 6. I am the way, and

the truth, and the life : no man cometh unto the Father, but by

me. Now, if you can ſave men without coming to the Fath

er, you will do well ; or bring them to the Father without

coming by Chriſt, you will make him a liar. Aćts iv. 12.

Neither is there ſalvation in any other ; for there is no other

name given under heaven, amongſ, then, whereby, we muſt be’,

Javed. If, fir, you compare theſe with what the Apoſtle faith,

Rom. x. 14, 15, and after all hold your very charitable opin

ion, that men will be ſaved without hearing of Chriſt, or be. '

1ieving in him, I ſhall wonder at it. If you can prove that

Cornelius had been a proſylite of the gate, or that he had

been favored with the Old Teſtament before that, it will be.

admitted that he might have been a convert, and that he be-,

lieved in the Saviour that had long been promiſed; then all

thé Apoſtle's work was to convince him that he was really .

come, and that him that he preached was the true Mºffah.--

Upon this footing I ſhall not contend with you whether he

was regenerated or not. If you had told us where Calvin

holds with you here, I could have looked and ſeen what he

ſaid ; but to tell me he is on your ſide and not quote his words, -

or inform us where he ſays fo, will do little for your purpoſe.

I am certain he does not agree with you in all you ſay on this

ſubjećt. I am certain that Calvin never aſcribes pardon or

juſtification to regeneration, but to the interpoſition of Chriſt,

his doing and dying inſtead of the eleča. " . . . . . . . .

YoUR remark on my ſaying that I eſſayed my Sermon in

der the direction of the Holy Ghoſt, ſeems ſo like yourſelf, ſo

cenſorious, ſo capriccus, that it is unworthy of notice. Do

s!

-º-º-º-º- >---
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you think I meant that every word of my ſermon was to br

taken for divine inſpiration f Certainly, you do not. Did yow

not know that it was a modeſt wiſh or prayer that I might be

direéted by the Holy Spirit—alſo, to be direéled by the ſpir

it ſpeaking in the Word, and taking the things that are

Chriſt's and ſhewing them unto us, or bringing to remem

brance what he had ſaid on that ſubjećt And what harm

was there in expreſſing my dependance on him But ſome,

when they enter the pulpit, have no need of ſuch dependance;

if they are ſpared in their ordinary way, with their tongue

and eye fight, they can read what was before written. To

ſuch dependance on the Spirit, in the pulpit, will appear won

derful mummery 1 Did you, ſir, know what refle&tion in this

you are caſting upon many godly Miniſters, who have uſed

#. a mode of expreſfien, } think you would wiſh to bury this

cenſorious remark. They never meant that all they ſaid was

to be taken for divine inſpiration. Notwithſtanding, ſir, you

take it for granted that you have gotten “that right temper

pf heart” of which you ſo often ſpeak, which you ſay means

the ſame with what the Apoſtle ſaith, Phil. ii. 5. Let that

mind be in you which was alſo in Chriſt Jeſus. , You, in your

writings, ſcarcely ſeem to be clothed with that humility which

the Apoſtle recommends, or you would be a little more cau

tious, I preſume, in judging of the ſtate of others, ſo often as

you do. Pleaſe to read the third and fourth verſes of that

chapter, and ſee if you are not found counteračting his direc

tion. Your hope that I ſhould make myſelf acquainted with

“that right temper of heart,” &c. ſavors of ſo much preſump

tion, that I am almoſt ready to retort, Phyſician heal thyſelf.

But what is the mind which was in Chriſt Jeſus 2 Was it not.

that he accounted it as his meat and his drink to do the will of bir

beavenly Father P. This, fir, is my deſire, in my place and

ſtation, to know the will of my heavenly Father, and do it to

the beſt of my ability, ſo far as I can judge of my own heart.

But as the heart is deceitful above all things, and deſperately

wicked, I have had frequently my doubts and fears, in this

matter. This I can ſay, I have argued for nothing but what

I believe to be the truths of God, and what I believe to be

lawful weapons have I uſed, in the defence of it, and have not,

to my knowledge, overrated any argument for or againſt.--

The defence of the truth was what I had in my eye all along,

and not vićtory, or my own perſonal honor. So I leave you

for the time, praying that let come of the character of the

writer what will, in this world, Jeſus and his truths may pre

yail over all the anti-chriſtian errors that abound in our day

and generation—That the Lord may feed and nouriſh his own
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children, and raiſe up more able hand, to defend and pro

fººrt, If… . . . . . . . . . . . .” your Humble Servant, i. -

.*, *.*:-
-

** "william Gibson.
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ºwwºrd tº the Church ºf Peacham, ºftecially the Covenanter;
º, ºr - 5:… ºrs ºn: ;

- - a - - . º **

. - - ; 4: ... . -

Having now finiſhed what I intended as an anſwer to Mr.

Worceffer, Hºlgok upon myſelf bound to publiſh ...;
Covenant for the inſpection of the people belonging to Peachath

church, that they may take the matter under due conſideration,

and examine, whether they are going forward in reformation,

pr:turning away from the faith of the goſpel and leaving their

firſt love. An oath and ſolemn Covenant is not to be ſported

with. True, if they have found that they have ſworn to do

what is wrong in itſelf, diſhonouring to God, and hurtful to

Society, they have a right to repent of this evil, and ceaſe to

fulfil their oath; but they have great need to be certain it is

wrong before theyi. : for God has ſaid, if any man

drawback, myſoul ſhall have no pleaſure in him. And, The back

ſlider in heart, ſhall be filled with his own ways. As I believe

this Covenant to be ſubſtantially right, I wiſh thoſe who have

fworn it to confider whether they have kept it, or if they have

broken their Covenant, left it ſhould riſe againſt them at the

day of judgment. In my anſwer I believe I have exhibited no

‘do&trine, but what is ſubſtantially contained in this Covenant,

and as it was given me by one of theſe covenanters, that I in

charity believe, has not deſignedly broken his vow, I ſhall pub

liſh it verbatim, that the reſt may call to remembrance their

'former oath. . . . . . . * , , , " " . . . . . .

THE Covenant.—God having in his providence placed us

in this wilderneſs, at a great diſtance from any place where

the ſtated ordinances of the goſpel can be adminiſtered to us:

we eſteem it our bounden duty, early to lay the foundation of

God's houſe amongſt us. Accordingly being met together

with one accord, and having ſought the Lord, for his grace,

counſel and dire&tion, in this weighty concern, of entering into

Church Society, and Fellowſhip, and in all things conſequent

or following. * - - - - , ,

Therefore, in the firſt place

&

4.
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_WE ſolemnly profeſs a ſerious and chriſtian belief of the

Holygº; of the Old and New Teſtaments, to be the

pure word of God, a perfeół, and the only Rule of Faith and

#. and we ſo underſtand and hold the ſame, as explain:

ed, and held in the§. of Faith, and the Larger and

Shorter Catechiſms, agreed on by the Aſſembly of Divines at

Weſtminſter. - - - - -

N the next place, Being deeply affected with the ſenſe of

our utterly loſt Eſtate in the firſt Adam, the total depravity of

our Nature, our natural enmity and perfect oppoſition to God's

Will, before converſion, and abſolute inability to help our

ſelves, either in whole or in part, we deſire wholly to recom

mendourſelves, and to fly to the mere mercy of God in Chrift,

for all grace, and enter into Covenant with God, in the Name

of our anly Mediator jeſus Chrift. * . . . . . . . .

Accordingly, (The Covenant.)

WE. Avouch the Great JEHOVAH, the FATHER, SON

and HOLY GHOST, to be our GOD, and we freely and

heartily give #. ourſelves, our ſeed and eur all, to Him alone,

according to His Goſpel. ' - - -

WE renounce the Vanities of this World, and all worldly

Luſts, promiſing, through the grace of GoD, to deny ourſelves

daily, to mortify our luſts, and to walk ſoberly, righteouſly

- *: godly, adorning the doćtrine of GoD our Saviour in all

thing.8. . . . . -

We alſo promiſe to attend the Sacraments of the New Teſ.

tament, Baptiſm and the Lord's ſupper, as God ſhall give oppor

tunity, and as Chriſt has direéted his Church in his Word

And we further promiſe, to maintain and attend all the pub

lic Ordinances and Inſtitutions of jeſus Chrift, with that

Reverence, Diligence, Faith and Love pointed out in the Word.

To read the ſcriptures and pray in our Families, and Cloſets.

To bring up our Children and Servants in the nurture and

admonition of the Lord, to Catechiſe and inſtrućt them in the

principles of Religion, out of, and according to the Word of

God, our adopted Confeſſion of Faith, and Catechiſms, eſpe

cially the ſhorter, and to ſet an example of piety before them ;

yea, and before all men,

* FURTHERMoRE, we promiſe, by divine grace, to walk one

with and towards another in brotherly Love, as the Word di

rečis, and faithfully to watch over one another and ourſelves,

and tokeep up and maintain the Government and Diſcipline

of Chrift's Houſ, according to his Inſtitution. We ſubmit to .

one another according to the divine Rule, and we expreſsly put

ourſelves under the government of the Reverend Grafton Preſ.
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bytery, ſo far as they ſhall dired and govern according to the
divine Rule. º º * -

HUMBLY imploring divine Grace and Acceptance, through

our Lord Jeſus Chriſt, we ſubſcribe our names to this Cove
fiant. - - - * - * : * ~ *

James Bayley, . . . . . . Elizabeth Elkins,

Marah Bayley, ... . . . John Skeels, -

Archibald McLauchlin, hebe Skeels,

Chriſtian McLauchlin, John Way, &c. . . . .

Jonathan Elkins, -

'Peacham, january 22d, 1784 * * -

THEN the Church in Peacham, was gathered and embodied

at the houſe of Mr. James Bayley; and were received as a

Preſbyterian Church to all privileges of the Preſbytery, by

me, * PETER POWERS, Miniſter.

HERE, my friends, I have taken the liberty to lay before

you, your own ſolemn Covenant with God. I hope that none

of you are yet gone ſo far in apoſtacy, as that you dare ſay,

that this was a Covenant with hull and an agreement with

death, and ſhould therefore be broken; if you dare not ſay

this, examine the doćtrines, you ate getting at preſent, how

far they agree with them, or rather how direétly oppoſite they

are unto the doćtrines to which you have ſworn, and ſee how

you will account to your maker for trampling under foot his

truths, if you do ſo, and your lawful obligations. Were

men to deal ſo with you in their ſolemn obligations, what

would you ſay of them : Would you not ſay that they were

men that could not be ſafely truſted 2 And what do ye think

your God to whom ye have ſworn will ſay of you ? Can he ſay

any thing leſs than that you are a backſliding people Surely

no. There is not one thing in which I am oppoſed by Mr.

W. but his man of ſtraw that he has made up, if you are faith

ful to your vows ; but he oppoſes you as much as me. Indeed,

there is very little in your Covenant which he has not directly

or indireétly attacked, and endeavoured to overthrow. I

would not give much for the remainder, after he has done :

the eſſentials of your Covenant is gone. I fear you have with

out due confideration entered into it; that has made you ſo

ſoon weary of Chriſt's yoke and turn to another goſpel, like

the fooliſh Galatians.

No doubt if you are endeavouring to be faithful your teach

er will ſay of you as he ſays of others, they have ſworn to their

Creed and dare not alter it, will not be reformed; but, my

brethren, mind not theſe calumnies. You have ſworn to buy

the truth and not ſell it, and to hold it fºſ! and not let it go

*
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to rintend for the faith once delivered to the Saint. You ſhould

rejoice in the oath that you have ſworn like Iſrael of old... I

am not aſhamed to ſay, I have ſworn a fimilar Covenant time

after time : That I have opened my mouth to the Lord, and i

cannot go back. Theſe principles have been tryed by the

godly in all ages of chriſtianity, and have been found comfor

table. They have been tryed living and dying, and found to

ſtand the teſt of the Word and Spirit, and given comfort to

every believer in Chriſt Jeſus that knew them. , Erronious

men, devils, and perſecutors have tryed them, and found them

too ſtrong for them. I have held them but a few years, com

paritively ſpeaking, yet in this ſhort time I do not know one

of theſe principles which I have not been obliged to examiné

by the rule of God’s word, to ſee that they were to well foun

ded that I might venture to ſuffer for them. And now I can

ſay, with comfort, the more I try them I am the more con

firmed of the truth of them, and the error and danger of all

that oppoſe them, Let us then be ſteadfaſt and immoveable,

always abounding in the work of the Lord, for as much as we

know, that our labor ſhall not be in vain in the Lord. Remem

ber he that confeſſeth him before men, him will he confeſs be

fore his heavenly' Father; but whoſoever is aſhamed of him

here, of ſuch will he be aſhamed in heaven. May the Lord

enable you to remember your Covenant, and to pay your
Vows unto him. - * -

#

sº-sº
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